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FEDERALS DRIVEN

,

THE

FOLLOW

HUERTA'S

FORCES

ENEMY
RETREAT

LITTLE

PARTY GIVES UP
CARRANZA'S
HOPE OF BEING ALLOWED
To IMPORT ARMS

El Paso, Tex., Nov. 25. At noon tothe constitutionalist officials in
day
s
Juarez said1 that the attacking federals had been driven back all along
the rebels' front and that General
Pancho Villa, constitutionalist commander, had ordered a general advance of Ills men against tne federals,
declared to be la retreat.
Associated Press Corroborates Story
An Associated Press reporter, stationed at the top of a wireless telegraph tower 300 feet , high, three
miles east of El Paso, confirmed rebel
reports that the federals were falling back south of Juarez. He could
see the maneuvers with field glasses.
'
At that hour fighting was still in
progress south of Juarez, but the tattle had ceased at the town of Zara-gosa- ,
which is opposite Ysleta, Tex.,
12 miles east of El Paso.
The fighting there opened early this morning,
at the ,same ho a- that firing was
heard on the rebel front. Inez Sala-y.aa former rebel general but now
a Miieita commander, was said to be
leading the federals at Saragosa.' He
has been reported a prisoner several
times today, but the reoel officials
in Juarez did not know of his capture.
The fighting has been heavy between
the armies at Saragosa and the cannons' roar was plainly heard' in El
Paso all morning.
Juan N'. Medina, chief of sta.ff of1
General Villa, who remained behind in
Juarez, declared: "Juarez is not in
as much danger from the direction of
Saragosa as in other directions," and
added : "We will take care of them."
He is receiving reports frequently
from his chief at the front, and appears optimistic. Medina declared at
"noon that the federals had all been
driven back as far as 30 miles south
of Juarez except those at Saragosa.
Today's fighting was the second
days' conflict between the two con-- '
0
tending armies, said to total from
to 12,000 men. - The federals opened Monday afternoon by attempting to
flank Villa on the west in an effort
to get behind him and attack. Juarez
from the northwest, but tie rebels repulsed them-- Then the fighting opened on Villa's center, when the federals, with field pieces, attempted to
force through the rebel line. Again
they were held back. ,; f
Hotels Made Into Hospitals
'"'
Villa sent a trainload of wounded
to Juarez Monday evening and ordered all people out of hotels, which
were turned into hospitals. Fighting
was desultory throughout the night
along the front and near Saragosa,
It reopened at the break of dawn to-
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did not attack him "in a few days"
the State Educational
association
!!
he would go after them. The present
spent a busy day with routine work
I
battle has again depleted iiis supplies
today, the chief feature being an adaud he will be forced to wait, if the
dress by United States Education
iederals retreat
Commissioner P. P. Claxton, on "litAT
IN
Among the wounded brought into
erature in the Schools." The convenJuarez this morning was General
tion, the most successful ever held
Ji.se Rodrlquez, shot in the leg.
in this state, closes tomorrow with
Americans Ca. ry Pisses
the election of officers. Albuquerque
is practically assured of the next
Passes were 'demanded ..oday from
all Americans who appealed cu the
neoting in 1914.
sheets of Juarez. Street car traffic showed senate where admi- FORMER PRESIDENT OF NICAR- ANCIENT CITY WILL HELP THIS
MOUNTAIN OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS
HARRIS MUST DIE
across the international bridge was
AGUA IS ARRESTED IN WASnistration made mistake
PLACE LAND EDUCATIONAL
FORMS THE PRINCIPAL DECLos Angeles, Calif. Nov.
net slopped, but persona having no
in Currency act
HINGTON
CONVENTION
ORATIONS
Harris, the young negro convicted ten
business In Juarez were hustled out
Rebi
the
murder
Mrs.
for
of
days ago
by rebel guards at the border,
A machine gun platoon and Troop ARGUED
MEASURE HE
WILL f BE
EXTRADITED CHANCES
ENHANCED ecca P. Gay, the Christian Science MANY GUESTS ARE PEESEII
ART
FORJIX
C of the Thirteenth
practitioner, who was beaten to death
cavalry under
in her consultation room September
Captain John H. Liewis, were reported SAID IT GAVE PEOPLE A CHANCE HE
IS WANTED IN HIS OWN COUN-- . VOTE WILL BE NORTHERN NEW 26, waB sentenced
enroute here today from Columbus,
today to be hanged CLOSE FRIENDS OF THE FAM1LV:
- TO MAKE SATISFACTORY
MEXICO
AGAINST
TRY
FOR
SOUTH
EXECUTION
OF
on
a
AND OFFICIALS MAKE UP
date yet to be set. Harris' atN. M., to reinforce the border patrol.
INVESTMENTS
ERN COUNTIES
AMERICANS
The machine gun platoon was to retorney filed notice of appeal.
THE LIST
HarriB admitted the crime when
inforce Troop D, Thirteenth cavalry,
at the international bridge, Troop C RELIEVES MONEY'
captured and pleaded temporary inSHORTAGE RE
CAI!lEI)IIEVOLOTl!iN
ALBUOUEKOUMS
WORKING
A
HONEYMOON
AOEOAE:
sanity at his trial.
at
staitnode
the
El
Paso
being
foundry.
Troop L, Thirteenth cavalry, comMILWAUKEE
ASKS FAVOR
manded by Captain, Clopton, enroute HE ASSERTED HIS PLAN WILJpARTy
wAS THROWN OUT OF WILL NOT GIVE UP THE EDUCA
MR. SAYRE AND HIS BRIDE WILL,
Jefferson
Nov. 25. AppliMo.,
Citp,
TEND TO MAKE "PANICS'
from Noria, N. M., was to be stationTORS UNLESS IT IS INPOWER BECAUSE OF CRUELSAIL FOR EUROPE IN A FEW
cation was made 'to the Missouri pubed at the El Paso smelter.
IMPOSSIBLE
EVITABLE
TY TO FOREIGNERS
DAYS
lic service commission today by the
Asks Red Cross' Help
and
St. Paul railChicago, Milwaukee
Colonel Juan N. Medina of the rebel
.
.
Washington, Nov. 25, The struggle
v egas cnances ror
jms if.
the road for permission to Issue $470,000,-i- n
Washington, Nov. 25. Although no
securing
this afternoon appealed to the in the
Washington, Nov. 25. Miss Jessi
open senate over the adminisrefunding bonds.
application has been made to the annual convention of tho New Mexico
American Red Cross through the lo tration's second
Wilson, the president's second, daugh
great
legislative state department for the extradition fcdiicationa! association in 1914 were
The bond issuo is to cover all stock ter, and Francis Bowes
cal president, Dr. P. C. Braden, for measure, the
Sayre were?
currency bill, which was for former President
enhanced
considerably
when
franchises and equipment of married in the East room of the White
the
today
issues,
Nicaid in treating the Juarez woun ded
of
Zelaya
Santa Fe delegation at the convention the 10,000 miles of the Milwaukee sys'' opened
yesterday with a short state-- ! aragua, the
Dr. Braden has wired
House late this afternoon. The cere
,
department of justice has in
7
Secretary
Slnrcin fhn
Ctinuftp
"1D
"
Albuquerque decided to throw its tem. The bonds are to take up the mony
""'
to
been
L.
Charles
cause his provirequested
Magee, at Washington, for
began at 4:30 o'clock.
uUUUTO
strength to the San Miguel county entire indebtedness of the system.
muujr ionaj detenti(Jn
Most
permission to send aid over. Medina v.nen senator
beautiful of: Indian sum.
also a demoIt is thought that the commission user weather ushered in the
assures the Red Cross officials that
Under what phase of law the de- - representatives. All of northern New
weddings
Mexico will vote tor Las Vegas. J.
took up the defense of the sub- crat,
will grunt the desired permission tills day of Miss.
full protection will be given. The
tentlon is sought was not developed
Jessie Woodrow Wllsoa
S. Hofer, formerly an instructor
in
wounded in Juarez are said1 to be
afternoon.
It was regarded as
and Francis Bowes, Sayro.
the New Mexico Normal University
tion in the senate banking commit- early today, though
the officials of the state
practically without attention.
possible
by
Carriages began early rolling up to.
tee.
here, has thrown his Tucumcari delethan an application for
the White House portico, and theret
Senator Hichcock pointed out the department
gation, composed of nearly lOO, to TEXAN PUT ON HIS
was a distinct touch of holiday atZelaya's detention is preliminary to Las Vegas. Mr.
(Continued on Page Five.)
Importance of currency legislation to the
Hofer is superintenda
formal
of
for
filing
application
In the intemosphere
.
everywhere.
ent
of the Tucumcari public schools.
the country generally.
FIRST DRESS SUIT rior of the White House a floral
District Attorney Charles W. G.
"President Wilson, in making cur- his extradition to Nicaragua, and that
the arrival of the papers is nec- Ward, who is in
SCANDAL IN THE
Dower in itself everything was quiet
rency reform an administration meas- only
Albuquerque to deto initiate the formal proceed- liver an
essary
and
in readiness, for the ceremony at
ure, has merited and
address
the
before the educaings. While all officers were reticent tional association and
CAPTAIN BILL McDONALD IS A 4:30 o'clock.
of
the
whole
praise
he
said.
who
will
country,"
FEDERAL PRISON
give
GUEST AT THE WHITE
At the executive offices some of
"His wisdom and nis courage In to discuss the reason for Zelaya's de- Las Vegas' official Invitation to the
was
it
to
tention,
HOUSE WEDDING
generally supposed
teachers to meet here next year, telguests cum'e early to pay
bringing this heeded reform to a piac-ticconnected ephoned The Optic this
their respects to President Wilson.
Issue is to be highly commended. be a charge of murder,
SUPERINTENDENT OF CONSTRUCthat
morning
Washington, Nov. 25. Captain Bill Coloney E. M. House of New York,
Nothing less than presidential influ with his summary execution of Can- Santa Fe had joined in with Las
TION RESIGNS AT GOVERNnon
United States marshal for an intimate friend;
and
McDonald,
in
NicarGroce,
ence
Americans,
would have made banking and
Vegas and that this city has a good
Cleveland H.
MENT'S REQUEST
currency reform possible for some agua in 1908, v.Mca led to the up chance to land the 191-- session of northern Texas, former bodyguard of Dodge, a Princeton classmate of the
President Wilson and veteran Texas president, and John A.
heaval which end d in Zelaya's flight the association.
Wilson, h,
Leavenworth, Kas., Nov. 25. Alva time. I hold this tribue due to the
came to town today to attend
';'!
to
and
revolution
which
of
Europe
the
United
George
the
president
Fleming, secretary of ranger,
States,
Cole, .superintendent of .construction
j cousin, were among jhe first to arrive
'.wed- -;
C, , i
the Las Vegas Commercial "clwoTwno the. White
-- I.
at the federal penitentiary here, ten- more readily because I have frankly put his party out of power.
VllJ- liij
Jt
Bill
arrived
a
Droad
early,
,
to
wearing
and
Folk
of
Solicitor
the
The
him
criticised
today
when he
spoke
Optic over the long disdered his resignation today within a opposed
at tne cabinet meeting.
engagement,
Texas
sombrero
and
with
coat
his
Mrs. Wilson visited the executive
few hours after the arrival of C. H. urged hasty action, which I deemed state department received from the tance telephone at noon had the same
Nicaraguan legation a request for the information as that given by Mr. skirts bulging, as usual, about the hip offices with guests, showed them tho
McGlassen, special agent of the de dangerous."
The senator reviewed differences provisional detention of Zelaya pend- Ward. Mr. Fleming1 today distributed pockets. The captain said he was president's office and the cabinet
partment of justice. Mr. Cole said
about his
of a petition, now in among the teachers 500 copies of yes- somewhat embarrassed
room, and walked through the south,
McReynolds sug between the bill he presented and ing the arrival
Attorney General
dress.
from
transmission
that
Presented
Senator
conand
terday
Nicaragua,
which
Owen,
by
asking
evening's Optic,
with, thorn.
gested that he resign, as there might
grounds
"I reckon I'll have to get someone
be improvement in the construction dwelt at length on the provision in for his extradition on murder charge. tained the pledge of the people of this
W. McAlpin, secretary ot
Charles
to
me
help
get harnessed," said Caphis draft i0- make th four regional
Zelaya's extradition is sought, it city to1 give the educators the good
Princeton
department with his retirement.
;
University; Andrew C. Im- tain Bill to some of his friends in the
McGlassen was sent here after the ba,lks publicly Owned and govern-recelp- t was learned, on charges that he was time of their lives if they meet here
Edward
brio,
Howe, Professors Os
ment controlled. He declared the responsible for the murder of two of next year. The interest taken by the executive offices. "It'll be like put- good and Parrot and a score
in Washington of
of long
charges
a
new
harness
on
bronco
mule
a
b111
wen biu were his countrymen in 1901. The deaths Las Vegas dally paper in the move- ting
and the
time residents of Princsion were earpreferred against Robert V. Ladow, ' ho"se
never
that's
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not
ment
to
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in that they forced' banks to of
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figure
bring the teachers here In
superintendent of prisons and pres faulty
The
asked' if there wasn't ly callers. Mr. Sayre aud his best
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1914 made a noticeable
Impression some captain
dent of the federal paroie board, byK've UP a Part of tneir present cap-W- directly in the present proceedings.
he could be ex- man, Dr. Grenfen, U;uk a long walk
which
way
by
upon the delegates to tt3 convention.
H. Mackay, who, at the request of j ital f(ir tne new system,
cused
from
wearing a formal after- in the morning and were at tho White
The final vote will be taken tomorthe attorney general, resigned severa! "To take away from ,he8e individ-month- s
noon
but finally decided to House for luncheon.
dress,
row.
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A BATCH OF APPOINTMENTS
"ago from the position of dep- - ual banks at one eween
Miss Mary Tumulty, the
to
convention.
ola
the-'cash capital, was, in my opinion,
Albuquerque still is an active con- yield
Washington, Nov. 25. President
uty warden of the prison. Mr. Mack-- !
of Secretary Tumulty was.
daughter
tender
a
to
mistake
the
next
was
for
toIt
the
of
convention
Wilson
made
nominations
aggravate
these
year,
ay's charges were made In a letter to
to bo the youngest guest at the wed
MISSING MAN FOUND
evM of la, k: of capital, which already
day: Second secretaries of embassy and Is br'.naing to bear some strong
Attorney General McReynolds dated
B.
25.
Nov.
Charles
San
ding.
Francisco,
Arthur Hugh Frasler of Pennsylva- argument. The Albuquerque Herald
November 6, last. A copy of the lot-'- ! existed, and still further reduces the
It became known today that the
commissioner of New
margin ot" safety for the depositors. nia, at Paris; Thomas Hinckley,
te.r was sent, to President. Wilson.
of describes tho activities of the Sau Stover, park
York city, who has been missing for wedded couple will spend then greater-parI
recommendAnd
in
have
aB
Miguel
follows:
(boosters
so,
county
joined
As shown by a copy of the letter
the District of Columbia, at Vienna;
of their honeymoon abroad. It
County Superintendent Des Marals more than five weeks, registered here
made public here today Mr. Mackay ing an amendment by which the capi- Mason Jones of New York, at St.
is thought they will sail within
com
in
hotel
the
Francis
at
a.
St.
of
today
Albuin
San
tal
the
of
instead
reached
Miguel county
regional banks,
charged that Mr, Ladow is "arrogant,
Petersburg; Henry Coleman May of
J1. H. Francis of Chicago.
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them- the
pany
banks
last
a
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querque
being
supplied
night
by
accompanied
by
District of Columbia, at Toklo;
negligent extravagant,
incompetent
who parture and their destination ia being-and visionary," arid that he "shows selves, is. to be supplied by the people George T, Summerlin of Louisiana, at delegation of "5 people, city and coun- He was recognized by a friend,
the
but kept secret. After a long automobile
at
verified
his
desk,
and'
States."
United
boosters
signature
the
of
Las
ty
for
teachers,
favoritism between prisonera."
Berlin,
and
to
ride, members of the bridal party condid
Francis
not
him.
Senator Hitchcock said! that his
Vegaa for the convention next year.
speak
Secretary of legation and consul Dr. De Marals was
Stover both left the hotel before any gregated at the White Hoasa agaiu
accompanied
plan contemplated regional institu- g'Gneral
by
Henry F. Tennant of New that chief of Las
The last floral
tions at Chicago, New York, St Louis
Vegas boosters, inquiries could be addressed to them shortly after noon.
RAILROADS ARE Iff
York, at San Salvador.
A. Fleming, the man who is in person,,
piece to be placed in the East room,
and San Francisco. He presented the
George
of
Secretaries
legations William noted In convention work as one who
was a huge mountain of white chrysdivision of capital and the business
j;Andrews of Ohio, at Berne;
A BAD CONDITION of the
Whiting
anthemums sent by the minister front
banks
and
these
gets what he goes aiter. Mr. Fleming
country among
Lisdescribed the usefulness of the four James G. Bailey of Kentucy, at
is going after the next convention and LIEUTENANT
Ecudaro. rt represented the highest,,
IS SHOT
M. Endicott of Massainstitutions to the banks and borrow- bon; Francis
declares he is going after it hard.
mountain in Ecuador and was enTHEIR. REPRESENTATIVES STATE ers of each district.
chusetts, at San Jose, Costa Rica;
circled by flag3 and the coat of arms
Tonight 150 more teachers, school
CONTENTION TO COMMERCE
Senator Shafroth, one of the demo-rati- c Frankling M. Gunther of Virginia, at directors and boosters will arrive
of the South American republic.
M. M. Langhorne of VirCOMMISSION
from Las Vegas on train No. 1, in
e
committee members, who helped Christiana;
The white vicuna rug presented
Netherlands and Luxem- two special cars. They will bring
preprsre the Owen bill, spoke after ginia, to The
minister
waa
from
Peru,
placed!
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Washington, Nov. 25. Representa Senator
William Spencer of Pennsylva- with them the Glee club and orchestra COURT
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at
Whitehouse
nia,
SUMMARY
Caracas;
AT
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JUSTICE
from the State Normal University.
administration bill.
kneeling bench" where tho ceremony
Freight association territory were
PRIETA BARRACKS
"We are going to take this con-- J
Senator
Owen gave notice today of New York at Managua.
was to take place. That and the florheard today before the interstate com
Pecoud secretary of legation at Pe vention to Las Vegas next year If we
al pieces from several diplomats wr. ramerce commission in support of the that he intended to keep the senate
Douglas, Aria., Nov, 25. Standing the only
hard at work on the currency bill king Frederick A. Sterling of Texas. can," said Mr. Fleming this morning.
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application for a general 5 per cent
we
not
that
I
do
know
an adobe ii'll, .chipped by the room.
iinainst
"Of
course,
increase In freight rates east of the until it is disposed of.
will succeed. But we will do our bullets which have ended scores of
"It is costing the country $5,000,000
Will Not "Obey"
Mississippi river and north of the
,
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It is a friendly contest in other lives, Lieutenant Jose Castro of Tha fact that
'best.
a day to delay this currency bill," he
the word "obey" m
Ohio and Potomac rivers.
which we hope to win.
the Agua Prieta garrison was shot to to be omitted from
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W. C. Maxwell of St. Louis, general said. "I propose to keep the senate
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Another train bearing 50 wounded
and several dead rebels was brought
into Juarez at noon today from the
front. When it returned south, it
carried nurses and doctors.
Americans who came in from the
front at that hour, reported the fight
ing as spirited and the federals doing
great damage to the rebels with can
non fire.
Colonel Porfirio Tabamautes, one of
the rebel colonels, was killed in the
hattle last night, according to announcement at rebel headquarters in
Juarez this morning.
it IVilla has succeeded in driving the
federals back, as he claims, this
means a postponement of a decisive
battle for" the possession of the state,
as Villa will be unable to follow the
federals In case they retreat. He announced when he captured Juarez that
he came for the purpose of replenishing his ammunition supply and1 outfitting his men, and, that if the federals
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SUFFERED HE IMPROVES ON OVER

TEH YEARS

AT TURKEY

From Nervousness Caused by
Female Ills Resiuf ed to
Health by Lydia E.
Finkhara's Vegetable Compound.

DINNER
MANY RESERVATIONS ARE MADE
FOR
EVENT

"I

suffered from
Auburn, N. Y.
As the time draws near for the tur- nervousness for ten years, and had such
organic pains that
key dinner at the Y. M. C. A. to "the
sometimes I would
man away from home," the Interest
lie in bed four days
sec
the
is
This
Is becoming Kreater.
a time, could not
at
ond annual dinner, and the men who
eat or sleep and did
attended last year are looking forward
not want anyone to
talk to me or bother
to this event much as they would to
me at. all. Somea big family reunion, which it really
times I would suffer
is. It is interesting to note that of
for seven hours at a
now
25
last
50
men
year,
the
present
time. Different docare scattered in all parts of the countors did the beBt
try. Some now have their homes with
they could for me
a turkey dinner all their own. Others, until four months ago I began giving
whose folks were away last year, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comhave their homes also. One thing, is pound a trial and now I am in good
Mrs. William H. Gill, 15
sure, that absent members of the ar- health."
Auburn, New York.
Pleasant
Street,
from
home"
men
away
my of "the
will think of Las Vegas next Thurs
"Doctor's Daughter Took It."
St Cloud, Minn. " I was so run down
day as the time and place where
a
mighty pleasant egening by overwork anJ worry that I could not
they spent
stand it to have my children talk aloud
a year ago.
or walk heavy on the floor. One of my
Business Men Helping
friends said, 'Try Lydia E. Pinkham's
have
A number of business men
docVegetable Compound, for I know a
evinced a great, Interest iu the dinner tor's daughter here in town who takes
this .year. So far two have come for it and she would not take it if it were
ward and bought tickets for the din- not good.'
sent for the Compound at once and
ner and then turned them back to
on
taking it until I was all right"
fellow
kept
to
the
to
the secretary
give
M. Quickstadt, 727 5th
-Mrs
Bertha
who needa not only the dinner but
Avenue, S., St. Cloud, Minn.
the fellowship which goes with such
d
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
an occasion. The man who is "broke"
mav be relied upon as the most
and is away from home at the same efficient remedy for female ills. Why
time, if he has any heart at all, is a don't you try it i
pretty lonely proposition on a day
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Perfect fffjure

TEACHERS'

most potent charm of
womanly beauty and is attained
only through wearing a perfect
corset correctly fitted.
Our line of Corsets was se
lected with the idea of providing a model especialiy adapted
to every figure one which
would improve and beautify
the form and insure the wearer
those graceful and symctrical
lines of the prevailing fashions.
is the

MEETING

ROBERTS SAYS "PUT NOT ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
ASSOCIATION
CATIONAL
YOUR FAITH IN HORSE OR
AUTOMOBILE"
LARGELY, ATTENDED

It was Virgil, or some other Latin
highbrow who said "put not faith in
a horse," thereby giving the college
professors a chance to make a pun
at the expense and to the alleged discomfiture of those students who use
"ponies." Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts,
president of the New Mexico Normal
Uiversity, has improved upon the lan
guage of the classic writer, revising
"Put not
the quotation as follows:
faith in horse or automobile, but stick
steadfastly to the train."
The following items from yester
day's Albuquerque and Santa Fe papers and from Saturday's Optic explain the educator's reason for improving on Virgil:
The Optic: Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Dean and Mrs. Frank Carroon,
Mrs. Roberts, Miss Lucy
Clement,
Miss Marie Clement, Frank H. IT.
Roberts, Jr., O. L. Hargrove and Francis B. Kelley will leave early tomorrow morning for Albuquerque in the
cars of Professor Kelly and Dean Car

NOVEMBER

TUESDAY,

EDU-

IS

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 25. The
biggest convention that ever met in
New Mexico was called to order at
the Elks' theater yesterday afternoon
by President W. B. MoFarland of the
New Mexico Educational association.
For two days previous every rtaln had
been pouring throngs of teachers and
those interested in education into
the Duke City until every hotel and
rooming house was not only filled to
capacity but crowded to the hallways'
and the front door. Before the doors
of the theater were thrown open for
the first meeting over one thousand

Royal Worcester,

mo

N

and Thomson's Glove Filling
Corsets offer every style and
quality from which to choose
they possess every desirabe
feature and give maximum
See
comfort to the wearer.
these l'nes before selecting
your next Corset.

WINTER
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w
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$1MO to $5.BQ

jjVm
teachers had registered and paid
their dues, so that Secretary Asplund
ran out of application blanks and blue
membership cards.
Every county in the state was repM erode
resented, from two lone delegates who
Onyx
came all the way from San Juan
Underwear
county to 138 sent down by San MiHosiery
guel county. The
OHthSidePlaja.
counties were especially well represented.
Taos and Rio Arriba coun
ties sent over 50 delegates each, San
roon.
"I
Albuquerque Herald: Dr. Frank H. ta Fe had 75 who came down on a
but are liable to suffer from various
General discussion.
lar in the end to adopt the plan. In
Roberts, one of the chief boosters for special car, and Colfax had a quota
ailments, use Rexall
Music: Las Vegas Normal Univer- cold weather
on education
the
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spoke
evening
Las Vegas, attempted to get to Albu- of 65.
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Las
and wealth.
Vegas.
sity,
Although it rained practically all
querque in his automobile, but at noon
well and strong. For the tired-oubusiness session.
adFirst
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her
Bradford
regular
for
evening
today had not arrived. It is feared day, the enthusiasm that prevailed dress chose the
The afternoon will be devoted to run down, nervous, emaciated or desubject "The Rights
he is tied up somewhere along the was manifested by the enormous atbilitated th e convalescin g growing
in
sectional
she
meetings.
afternoon
the
of
the Child,"
road by the rains of yesterday and tendance at the opening session, the
The Woman's club entertains the children aged people it Is a sensispoke on "The Pedagogy of the Modaid to renewed
like Thanksgiving. If a man or a shade any dinner ever pulled off at last night, His arrival is being anxi- theater being filled from pit to dome ern Dramatic Revival." She review- visitors with a reception from
to C ble pleasant-tastinbetter spirits, glowing
woman wauts to do a really big thing the famous Y. M. C. A. camp, which ously awaited by the Tis Vegas dele- with standing room at a premium. A ed four of the
strength,
Masonic
m.
the
at
educational
Temple.
p.
greatest
hearty welcome on behalf of the city
health. If it does not help you, your
a really helpful Ithing, let him call will be "going some." The boys who gation.
dramas of the day: The Servant In
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of
by
from
item
Herald:
Lost
secrethe
Another
A.
Albuquerque
the
tell
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M.
C
money w ill be given back to you withup the Y.
assisted at the camp will be on the
PassSTRENGTH FOR OLD PEOPLE
on behalf of the the House, The Melting Pot, The
Sellers
and
One
Normal
or
one
Mayor
of
care
out
take
will
president.
lie
university
that
argument. Sold In tnis communtary
the
job Thursday night. This puts
of the Third Floor Back, and the
Old people, to overcome the weakReturn to Las Vegas headquarters at Albuquerque and Bernalillo county ing
more p!a:"s and then leave It to the "cats
ity
only at our store The Rexall
the
of
in
care
She was introduced by
Blue Bird.
department''
the Combs hotel and receive the glad teachers by M. E. Hickey. Superinening debilitating effects of increas- Store one of more than 7,000 leading
associate!! lo ut the tickets where camp force.
of
Mrs.
Culberson
Portales, vice presi- ing old age often make a very sad
hand. Dr. Frank H. H, Roberts of tendent of Public Instruction Alvan
drug stores in the United States, Canthey will (U. the most good.
Dr. Norman Skinner will be the
In the even- mistake
N. White, responded wittily and elo- dent of the association.
"remedies" ada and Great Britlain. E. G.
in using
Normal
across
Las
the
started
Vegas
No Profit Is Sought
treat
a
and
the
of
evening,
speaker
was inter- ing an operetta The Milkmaid and the that contain alcohol and dangerous
The program
Albu- quently.
corner Sixth and Douglas Sts.,
The Y. M. O. A. is not seeking tt is in store for those who will be for- country in his automobile for
School Girl by the Scherzo club of or
Often this East Las Vegas, N. M.
musical
numbers
with
drugs.
was
by the
He
last
querque.
spersed
expected here
make uuy profit from this dinner. tune enough to hear him.
Raton brought down the house.
stuff, because it livens and brightens
night but did not show up and up to 1'niversity Glee club, the Raton and
are making a reduction
The
There is keen rivalry for the 1914 them up a little just after taking a
School
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him.
orchestras,
been
heard
of
High
had
Albuquerque
nothing
Is
.Mrs.
Lewis
pracA NOTABLE WEDDING
with iheir goods,
the University Glee Club, the Baton convention with Albuquerque, Las Ve- dose, leads them to imagine that it is
New York, Nov., n3. A large and The Las Vegas delegates fear that Dr.
tically giving her services free and
Ill CENT
Scherzo club, and a solo by Mr. R. gas, and Santa Fe In the field. The doing them good' when it isn't. Remflooded
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to
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Larkin,
of its time in order to make this din- filled St. Thomas' church this after- acequia somewhere in the region
active.
The leading candidates are deceit, do harm, because the false
to respond to encores.
STRAIGHTEN YOU UP
ner a success. Last year, when ev- noon for the wedding of Miss Edith the north. He had several delegates had
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C. Mersfelder of Clovis, C. C. Hill excitement of the nerves and heart
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W.
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Ixjgan
erything was figured up, the
The Santa Fe New Mexican : Among ver City in his annual address spoke of Roswell, and Mrs. Josie LoeSard leaves them worse than they were
bride was given away by her brother,
tion found that It had made the
before.
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sum of 35 cents. When the John
Logan,
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program
the service
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aim of huoh an affair is such as this, elder sister, Mme. de Sincay of Paris, gas yesterday and today were Dr. and ready
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Normal
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by
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bridesintelligent
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Rogerts,
the idea of competing with the local as matron of honor, and her
club.
strength builder, especially good for
Os- Mrs. Frank Carroon, Misses Lucy and roimdlyi applauded.
Misses
were
maids
the
Audrey
to
restaurants seems too ridiculous
Address by Dr. p. P. Claxton, com- old people, because it furnishes to the
Get a
box now.
The principal addresses both after
borne Vouletti Procror, Mercedes de Marie Clement, Frank H. H. Roberts.
mention.
missioner
Turn
of education of the United system ingredients necessary to rethe
out the headache,
rascals
Dil- noon and evening
Dr.
P.
were
P.
E.
Mr.
HarO.
Acosta
Lamson.
Eleanor
and
L.
Francis
and
by
Jr.,
Kelley
The reservations are still open and
"Literature in the Schools." build wasted tissues, strengthen the biliousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
Claxton, of Washington, D. C' com States:
will be until Wednesday night. Sec- worth was attended ,,hy William de groce, all of Las Vegas.
Violin solo:
Mr. Johnson, Tucum- - nerves, give new energy and a young- stomach and foul gases turn them
man.
The
The party left here on time Sunday missioner of education of the United
retary (', !. LeNoir, on account of Forest Manice as best
er and livelier feeling to the body. It out tonight and keep them out with
cari.
the absence of his right-hanman, ceremony was followed by a recep- morning, expecting to get to Albu- States, aud Mrs. Mary C. C, Braford
doesn't contain a drop of alcohol nor Cascarets.
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residence
the
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Elementary
ocpublic
Denver, superintendent
What
querque Sunday evening.
Walter Burns, 'will not be able to get
any
dangerous drug. It may not make
Millions of men and women take a
Problem of Adapting the Common
street. curred is not known. It is hoped the instruction for Colorado.
in West Fiftyf-sixtamong the men as much as he would mother!
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Dr. Claxton in his afternoon address
party will succeed in getting away
like to. However, with the idea of
nor perhaps for several days. But if know .the
A. Logan.
Her
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Dean
c.
John
E.
misery caused by a lazy
father,
General
Child,"
by
our
rural
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"Let's
consolidate
from
Hodgin,
InterSanta
Fe without being
killing two birds with one stone ot the late
you don't feel much better and strong- liver, clogged bowels or an upset stomA. Logan, was viewed in
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home
a
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to
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regard
"inability
er before you have taken a quarter as ach.
being of fc.Mvice in two ways he is
killed while leading his men into ac- Dr. Hewett."
er. In irrigated districts give him que.
much as you have of other medicines
sending tut jutnes Maye. the young tion near San Fabian in the Philip
Don't put In, another day of distress.
Discussion by Charles D. George,
ten acres to cultivate. In districts
man who is traveling around the
that didn't kelp you, we will gladly Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
in November, 1899. Six of his
pines
Earl
with sufficient precipitation give him Alamagordo;
Superintendent
back
world, to feret out the stranger who men fell with him, and another of
money. That's remove the sour, fermenting food;
CLEANSES YOUR I1AIB1! 40 to 50 acres. Require you teachers' Douglas, Aztec; Miss Gladys Nesbit, give you a squareyour
is away from home.
deal.
Alaye will get ficer and 12 men
certainly
take the excess bile from your liver
were wounded.
home to be a model to the communi Las Cruces; Mrs. H. H. Howard, Lov
The four Hypophosphites it contains and carry out all the
a small commission on his sales
Major Logan married Miss Edith An
'constipated
H.
ing; Superltnendent W.
Lowry, are used by
MAKES IT OEAUTIFUL ty and his acres an experimental farm Ft.
leading physicians every waste matter and poison in the
enough, he hopes, to tide him over drews, daughter of the late C. H. AnMiss
LordsMav.
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A
man
Sumner;
for
entire
the
neighborhood.
where in dobility, weakness and liabil- bowels. Then you will feel
on account of his enforced slay be- drews of Youngstown, O., m 1887. Mr.
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who does not know country life bet burg; Superintendent J. S. Hofer,
cause of the bad weather and also Dilworth, the bridegroom, belongs to
ity of disease, to tone and strengthen
A Cascaret tonight straightens you
IT
BishBECOMES
LUSL.
ter than any of the other residents
Superintendent W,
THICK, WAVY,
the nerves. Purest Olive Oil, one of out by morning. They work while
because he is waiting for his partner a family well known in Pittsburgh
TROUS AND ALL DANDRUFF
should not be permitted to teach in op, Gallup;
Superintendent Rufus the most nutritious, moet-easil- y
dito arrive almost any day. The asso- and in New York city. He is a Yale
A
you sleep.
box from
DISAPPEARS
a rural district, but when you find Mead, East Las Vegas; J. S. Long, gested foods known, being taken with
ciation is helping Mayo in every way graduate and is in business in this
any drug store means a clear head,
such a man hire him for life, or as Portales; Leslie George, Clovis; J. M. the hypophosphites, gives rich tissue sweet stomach and
city.
possible.
clean, healthy liver
a
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Hair
Surely
try
long as he will behave himself, that Bickley, Dexter; Miss Harriett Mann, nourishment to the entire system.
and bowel action for months. Chil-- ,
Mrs. Lewis, who will cook the big
East
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Cleanse''
if you wish to immediately is, pay his debts, keep sober and conJohn Morrow,
Las Vegas;
You: who are weak and rundown, dren love Cascarets
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
dinner, already is making the necesbecause they
show
in re Raton; Hon. J. R, McFie, Santa Fe.
and
10 double the beauty of your hair. Just tinually
you who are apparently well now; never grips' or sicken. Adv.
Phil
improvement
She
event.
vs.
the
Freddie
Welsh
Bloom,
for
prepaartions
sary
moisten a cloth with Danderine and sults." Dr. Claxton figured out that
promises a feed that will put In the rounds at New York.
draw it carefully through your hair, it would not cost New Mexico a doltaking one small strand at a time;
this will' cleanse the hair of dust.
CAPITAL PAID IN
airt, or any excessive oil In a few
$100,060.60
K9
S50.OOO.nfl
minutes you will be amazed. Your
Ha kept Joseph W. Spier in health
To
for to long a time that he recommend
hair will be wavy, fluffy and abun
"
C
If'
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey to anyone
dant and possess an incomparable
who wants a good medicine.
A Real Live Sail to Fondle Is Woman'
...
Greatest II?ptiict,
"I have been using Duffy's Pure Malt softness, luster and luxuriance.
liesides beautifying the hair, one
Whiskey for a long time and find it to
be a very good remedy the best I have application of Danderine dissolves
ever used, and I can recommend it to
every particle of dandruff; lnvlgor
J. M. Cunningham, President.
my friends, also anyone who wants a
I. T. Hosklns, CasMsr.
ates the scalp, stopping itching and
Joseph W. Spiers,
good medicine."
Prank Springer,
B. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
Postmaster, McNeill, Miss.
falling hair.
The words of commendation this
Danderine is to the hair what fresh
wonderful tonic stimulant receives
of rain and sunshine are to
showers
from people holding responsible po1ST
r
I ML
.in
sitions in life has done more to spread
vegetation. It goes right to the roots,
One of the most Important matters about
the truths of its benefits to mankind
concern themselves is their
invigorates and strengthens them. Its Which woiim?u
than anything we can say in print.
future status as a Kranrimothor. And aha
and
exhilarating,
Itself
stimulating
wisdom
who knows ot or learau
Jg
advertising is somethat famous remedy. Mother's Friend.
'
properties cause the hair to ot
thing which cannot be bought for
an
is
external application for the
This
.
money, and is the most valuable.
It cergrow long, strong and beautiful.
abdominal muscles and breasts.
For years Duffy's Pare Malt Whiskey
allays all
You can surely have pretty, soft, tainly has a wonderful Influence,
a
Is
most
banishes
all
grateful
fear,
pain,
has received more of this voluntary,
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free-wi- ll
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the good will Just get a
bottle of
person in sheer gratitude
period happy in mind, free in body and
destiued
it has done them than any other remwoman's
thus
to
greatDanderine
from
store
anticipate
any drug
should.
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edy ia the world, and the reason is or toilet counter and try it as direct- est happiness as nature lnteudcd she
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The action of Mother's Friend makes tho
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has been before the public for half a century and its medicinal value is an.
doubted. It is an absolutely pure distillation ot care
fully malted crrain. Overworked men and delicate women
will find in Duty's Pure Malt Whiskey the health and
stren'jth-fn-nti- g
properties that are so necessary to them,
1 1 is
prescribed by doctors and recognized as a family medicine everywhere.
Sold ia se ilcd bottles only by most druggists7grocers
rind dealer.?, $1.00 a large bottle. If ia need of advice,
our Medical Department.
r:. Y.
Ti

Duff y Malt Wha..-- Co., Rochester,

E DEPOSITS

Adv.

Make Them Better If They
Could
The makers of Foley Kidney Pills
know that they have absolutely the
Would

best combination of curative and
healing medicines for kidney and
bladder ailments end tirinary irregularities that It Is possible to produce.
That is why Foley Kidney Pills are
the best medicine for the purpose
you can buy. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store.

Adv.

muscles free, plinnt and responsive to expansion. Thus all strain and teunlon upon
the nerves and ligaments is avoided, and,
In place of a period ot discomfort and consequent dread, It Is a season of calm repose
and joyful expectation,
There Is no nausea, no morning sickness, no nervous twitching, none of that
constant strain known to so many women,
hence Mother's Friend Jz really one ef the
greatest blesBlnjrs that could be devised.
This splendid and certain remedy can ba
had of any druggist at f 100 a bottle, and
is sui-- to prove of Inestimable value, not
only upon the mother, but upon the health
and future of the child. Write to Bradfleld
Regulator Co., 132 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta,
ia., for tbfir book to expectant mothers.
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er, Rev. John Nevin Sayre, is now
a missionary in China.
Mr. Francis Bowes Sayre received
an excellent education. He was two
years at Hill school, Pottstown, Pa.,
and two more at Laurenceville school,
Laurenceville, N. J., fromwhlch he
graduated in 1904. Entering Williams
college the following year, he achiev
ed prominence in his studies and also
in other fields. He was manager of
the football team, organized and was
president of the Good Government
club, assisted in Y. m. C. A, work
and was valedictorian of the class of
1909.
He spent two summers with
Dr. Grenfell on the Strathcona, the
Alaska relief ship, and in 1909 enter-ereHarvard law school, from which
he graduated with honors. His vacations he spent traveling in many parts
of the world. He avoided the beaten
pants of tourist travel and visited
nearly every European country. His
vacation yast year he spent in Alaska and northern Siberia and after
his return he became one of the as
sistants in the law office of Charles
S. Whitman, district
attorney of New

IS YOUNG

MAN OF MUCH

CAN MAKE THE REST
OF THE FAMILY
HAPPY BY
USING A LAXATIVE-TONI-

. DYSPEPTICS

ABILITY

V

The temper of the family and the
cheer around the tahle depend
so much on the good digestion of each
TODAY'S BRIDEGROOM AMOUNTS
individual present that the experien-- j
TO SOMETHING THOUGH HE
ces of some' former dyspeptics who
IS WEALTHY
overcame their trouble should be of!
'hose now Buffering in this;
Jessie!
Washing,,, Nov. 7r,,-Miway.
Wocdrow Wilson, the thirteenth Wh.i v
besl u(,vi,e mip can givebut
House bride, who was married, today ;it is ajvjce that is seldom heeded
at the White House to Mr. Francis is 'to eat slowly and masticate each
.3
''
MAJ. S. MARTIN
'Bowes Sayre is an attractive and mouthful carefully. However, if slow
and careful mastication, fail the annoyances.
young woman eating
rather serious-mindeYou can obtain Dr, Caldwell's Syrup
next aid is one close to nature, Dr.
of many accomplishments. She was Caldwell's
rem-;
at any drug store for 50 cents
This
Pepsin
Syrup Pepsin.
born In Gainesville, Ga., 26 years) ago. ly is an excellent digestant, and injor one dollar, the latter size being1
as the second daughter of Woodrow iiduition to helping in the digestion j l'ou:;lit by heads of families already!
Wilson, then associate professor of cf' the food, acts ently on the liver laminar with us merits. Results are
history and political economy at Bryn and bowels, ridding them of the ac-- j always guaranteed or money will be
Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and cumulation of waste that, should loir; refunded.
v
his wife, Helen Louise Axson Wilson iigo have been passed off. It is safe,
When you use Syrup Pepsin you
see
of Savannah, Ga., whom he had mar- reliable, pleasant-tasting- ,
will
the fallacy of chewing mints
and results
ried June 24, 1883. Miss Jessie re- are guaranteed.
and tablets or of taking cathartics,
ceived her early education at. home
Ma. S. Martin, of Joplin, Mo., now; salts, pills and similar drastic medi- under the direction of her father and 77, thinks Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin fines. Unlike these, Syrup Pepsin
does not lose its good effect, and by
by a German governess. Later she i;ug heiped him to a longer and
to school and eventually to Gou- - pier life, He nas Ilot feit so good in automatically training the stomach
cher college, Baltimore, from which year3 aa he haa since taking this
and bowel muscles to do their work,
she was .graduated,
medicine, and in spite of his soon restores these organs to normal.
Families wishing to try a free sam-cializing in political economy. Cboos- - 77 yearg he says e feeis ;ite a boy.
ing settlement work as her vocation,1 it ia the ideal remedy for indiges-sh- e pie bottle can obtain it postpaid by
r
gave two busy years to it as a'ti0n, no matter how severe;
addressing Dr.' W. B. Caldwell, 419
111.
A
among the laborers and the pati0n, no matter how chronic, bilious-poo- r Washington St., Monticello,
at Kensington, near Philadel-- j nesSj headaches, gas on the stomach, postal card with your name and adphia. When her parents lived at drowsiness after eating and similar dress on it will do.
Princeton, Miss Jessie continued her
settlement work at Trenton, N. J., and woman. Even while living in Wash-als- that road. He also built up and bebecame identified with reform lington Miss Jessie Wilson continued came general manager of the Bethleand settlement movements in several her active interest in settlement work hem iron works, now known as the
other large cities, including New anj jt was while she was engaged Bethlehem Steel works. He was a
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and jn her favorite work that she first man of considerable prominence and
met Mr. Sayre, whose bride she be- - for many years was president of the
Washington.,
board of trustees of Lehigh Univer- Miss Jessie Wilson was never a so- - came today.
Wide- - sity.
His widow, the mother of Mr.
rethe
Frcvueis
Bowes
since
the
Sayre,
ciety butterfly, although
moval of the Wilson family to the groom at today's White House 'wed-- j Francis Bowes Sayre, is the daughter
national capital circumstances natur- ding, was born in South Bethlehem, of John Williamson Nevin, theologian
ally compelled her to take part in Pa., in 1SS5. as the son of the late and president of Franklin and MarPa.'
is
She
many social functions of an official Robert Heysham Sayre, who died in shall college, Lancaster,
or
character. Tall, hand- - 1907, leaving a large fortune. Robert, descended from a framer of the
of a decidedly blonde type and Heysham Sayre was a civil engineer ftitution, Hugh Williamson, member
was well of congress. Her brother was the late
with attractive, strongly modeled fea- - whose exceptional ability
and
known
att
Wilson
racted
Miss
recognized throughout the Robert J. Nevin, head of the Ameri-Jessie
tures,
was the builder or the can church of Rome.Italy. She also
He
in
social
admiration
country.
of
deal
great
circles. She always was fond of out-- Lehigh Valley railroad and later be- - is a first cousin to Ethelbert Nevin.
door life and became a fine horse-- j came assistant to the president of the composer. Mr. Sayre's only broth- -

ert
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i

d

d

hap-we-

spe-jcee-

o

York.
Mr. Sayre is a serious-mindeyoung
man who loves to travel not so much
for his pleasure, but to learn by careful observation.
He always took
great interest in social reform work
and at one time worked as a common
miner in a coal mine in Alabama to
study the conditions' of the workers
at close range. It was their common
interest in settlement work which
first brought Mr. Sayre and his bride
together and laid the foundation for
the romance which culminated today
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The mannfacturers of Eckman's Alterative, a medlclna for Throat and Lunz
affections, regret that ail aufferers of
these aerlous troubles do not take the
?u?'?u.to 'nTfstieate or themselvea
wuat this medicine
dur-liihag
the past fifteen yearaaccomplished
In a number of
cases.
Head this:

Griffith, Lake Co., Inrt.
About September 10, 11)08.
was taken sick with
Catarrhal Pneumonia, which developed
Bt0 Wm. Jrouble- In January, when
Berg, of St. Michael s Church,
at Scherervllle. Jnd., prepared her
for
death, he recommended that I get Eckman's Alterative, and nee If It would not
give her Home relief.
The
physician declared she had Lungattending
Trouble
and was beyond all medical aid. So I
Immediately had Rev. Wm. Berg to Bend
for a bottle. Practically without hope
for recovery, X Insisted that she try the
Alterative, which she did. I am glad to
say that she soon began to Improve. Now,
she works as hard as ever, weighs
twenty
pounds heavier than she ever did before
she took sick, and Is In good health."
JOS.. GRIMMER.
(Aflidavlt)
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Kckman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lnng Affect Ions,
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
Colds and In upbuilding the system.
Contains ho narcotics, poisons or 'hn
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries, and write to Eckman
Laboratory,
Philadelphia.
Pa., for evidence. Kpr sale by all leading druggists
my
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NOVEMBER

TUESDAY,

Gentlemen:
mother-in-la-

and E.
Compay.

.

Murphey and Central Drug

the lungs I take it for a few days
and am soon rid of the cold," writes
Mrs. Clay Fry, Ferguson Sta., Mo.
The first symptom of croup is hoarse
nees, give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as soon as the child becomes
hoarse and it will prevent the attack.
This remedy contains no narcotic.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.

niversary by marching down Broadway from the city hall to the Battery,
raising the flag on the parade grounds
amid the booming of 21 guns, and
then retiring to their armory to partake of a luncheon and the celebrated
punch. Even the busy bulls and
bears of Wall street abandoned the
ticker for a few minutes to watch the
famous military organization as it
marched through the streets in full
regalia.
BE

JEALOUS
BEAUTY

OF THE
OF YOUR

HAIR

other words, be careful of it.
The beauty of your hair depends upon
its health.
If it's beautiful, it's
healthy. To make it glossy, bright,
t
to make it fall more easily
into the graceful, wavy folds of the
In

silky-sof-

simply sprinkle a little oa your hair
each time before brushing it. Contains no oil; will not change color of

hair, nor darken gray hair.
To keep hair and scalp dandruff-- .
free and clean, use Harmony Shampoo. This pure liquid shampoo gives
an instantaneous rich lather that immediately penetrates to every part of
hair and scalp, insuring a quick, thor
ough cleansing. Washed off as quick
ly, the entire operation takes only a
few moments. Contains nothing that
can harm the hair; leaves no harsh
ness or stickiness just a sweet
cleanliness.
Both preparations
come in odJ- shaped, very ornamental bottles, with
sprinkler tops. Harmony Hair Beautifier, $1.00. Harmony Shampoo, 50c.
Both guaranteed to satisfy you la
every way, or your money back. Sold
In this community only at our store
The Rexall Store one of the more
than 7,000 leading drug Btores of
the United States, Canada and Great
Britain, which own the big Harmony
laboratories in Boston, where the
many celebrated Harmony Perfumes
and Toilet Preparations are made. E.
G. Murphey, corner Sixth and Douglas Sts., East Las Vegas, N. M.

coiffure to make it stay where you
put it use Harmony Hair Beautifier.
This dainty liquid dressing is just
what it is named a beautifier. If
your hair Is beautiful now, use it to
make it even more so, and to preserve its loveliness. If it is not beautiful now, Harmony Hair BeautUier
will improve its appearance in a way
to please you, or money back.
Its
rose fragrance will overcome the oily
smell of your hair. Easy to apply
Adv.

SMit

We want all skin sufferers who have
suffered for many years the tortures of
disease and who have sought medical aid
CELEBRATE EVACUATION DAY
in vain, to read this.
Wei as old established druggists of
New York, Nov 23. One hundred
wish to recommend to
this
and thirty years ago today the people you acommunity,
product that has given many re
mean
lief
and
the end of your
may
of New York gathered at the Battery
agony. The product is a mild, simple
'n their marriage.
to witness the departure of the Brit- wash, not a patent medicine concocted of
various worthless drups, but a scientific
ish troops, whose evacuation of the compound
made of well known antiseptic
A Hint to Young Mothers
It Is made in the D.D.D.
Ingredients,
city was followed the next day by laboratories
of Chicago and is called the
"When my children show the slight the entrance of General Washington D.D.D.
Prescription for Eczema.
est symptoms of being croupy I give and the American army. In accordThis Is ft doctor's special prescription
one that haa effected many wonderful
them Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, ance with time honored custom the cures.
and when I have a cough or cold on Old Guard today celebrated the an- K. D. GOODALL, E

The effect of D. IX D. is to soothe instantly, as soon as applied; then It penetrates the pores, destroys and throws
oft all disease germs and leaves the
skin clean and healthy.
We are so confident of the marvelous
power of D. D. D. that we have taken
advantage of the manufacturers guarbottle on
antee, to offer you a full-siz- e
trial. Tou are to Judge the merits of
the remedy in your own particular case.
If It doesn't help yon, It costs you
nothing.
D. D. T). Soap is made of the lama
Ask us about it.
healing: ingredients.
Las Vegas, N. M.
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Come down to the office
and make your selection
from our beautiful line

It takes a few days to
engrave or print them,
so don't put It off too

of samples,

long,
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LILLIAN

JAMES

"The Girl from Mumms," the Parisian musical comedy with Miss Olive
Vail, and a picked cast of metropolitan players will be the attraction at
the Duncan opera house on December 2.
"The ,Girl from Mumms" is by far
the classiest musical comedy launched this season. Crowded houses are
in evidence wherever this attraction
is presented.
,

AND MARY MILTON, THREE "ROSE MAID" CHORUS

GIRLS

for Lovers," is known on both sides
"The Rose Maid"
Since the great New York success of the Atlantic, with its pretty chorus:
of "The Rose Maid" the most recent
"Roses bloom for lovers
of the big operatic
productions
Neath a sky of blue,
brought to America from Vienna and
In each petal hovers
which is booked for the Duncan opera house on December 4, the fascin-atilnHoney, wet with dew;
musical numbers have become
Faint hearts beat stronger
Under their prefume,
whistling favorites In every city where
Love will linger longer
the opera has been heard. Its most
iWhere the roses bloom."
talked about melody, "Roses Bloom
g

malar
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tains opinions on every pbase of the J. T. Fay, convicted of attempting to
question from representative school defraud Uncle Sam of tax on brandy,
has given notice of a motion for a
men and the general pub'ic.
o
iew trial. The case of tho United
States vs. Fay was tried before Judge
A UAKNYAltl) ARISTOCRAT William H. Pope.
The case of the United States vs.
The hog Is the aristocrat of the Victor Mendoza, who escaped from
barnyard, says Thomas Owen in the a reform school, was dismissed.
In the case of the United States vs.
Kansas Farmer. He is the only idler
on the farm. The horse works for his W. J. Wamel, charged with unlawful
her ly fencing In part of the
living, the cow gives milk for
public do
her main, the defendant was given until
keep, 'the hen lays an egg for
but December 20 to removei the fence.
board, but the nog does nothing
as he In the case of the United States vs.
as
long
and
drink
grunt
eat,
Is only Carlos E. Sams of
lives, the Farmer declares. It
Lovington, also
when he is dead that he becomes of charged with unlawfully fencing in
real value to his owner. The farmer, the public domain, Sams was given
therefore, should see that Mr. Hog until December 20 to remove the
moIs dead at the earliest profitable
fence..
the
latest
should
study
He
ment
scientific methods of feeding the hog,
More Bottles Sold Each year
maIt is easy to understand why an
bo as to be able to rush him to
number of bottles of Folturity In the shortest time consistent increasing
ey'-?
IJoney and Tar Compound U
Mr.
into
turn
and
Hog
with frugality,
sold yearly. Thos. Verran, 286 EdMr. Pork. A hog's picture as break- ward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives
fast bacon looks better than that of an excellent reason "when he
Honey and Tar Compound
the hog eating 75 cent corn.
has always proven an effective rem.
o
edy, quickly relieving tickling in the
throat, and stopping the cough with
no bad after effects. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
CURRENT' MAGAZINES
CARNEGIE'S

CPTC,

TUESDAY,
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ANOTHER

CHANGES
.

AIR

VICTIM

France, Nov. 25. Edmund
Pedreyon, one of the best known aviators of, France, was killed today when
his monoplane capsized while he was
maneuvering over the aedrome here.

I
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EDUCATIONAL

ow About Your
m
yes

Statement of German American Insurance Company of New York
Assets
.f21,238,425.00
11,662,027.00
Liabilities

COUNCIL

--

AND
WHITE
OTHERS FAVOR REVISION
OF RULES

SUPERINTENDENT

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Nov. 25. Hogs,

Taupert Optician
Lenses Ground

.

1

BIRTHDAY

See

re-

ceipts 19,000. Market 10 to 15 cents
Nov. 25. Sweeping
Albuquerque,
lower. Bulk $7.407.70; heavy $7.60
changes in the organization of the
7.75; packers' and butchers $7.50
New Mexico Educational council are
7.70; lights $7. 407. 70; pigs 6
proposed in a series of amendments 7.25.
to the constitution outlined for the !
Mantei
Cattle reeeipts 9,ouo.
first-timats the initial meeting of
Prime fed steers $8.259;
steady.
the council, yesterday.
steers $6.758.15; west
The constitution of the council as dressed beef
steers
southern steers
ern
$6.258;
now formed makes the governor and
cows $4.256.75; heifthe heads of the six state educational $5.257.50;
institutions members, with a small ers $5.258.50; stockers and feeders
calves
member Mr of teachers elected by $5.507.50; bulls $4.756.50;
$6.509.50.
the educat:onal association.
Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market steaIn order to mato the council a
more democratic body, to bring it into dy to 10 cents higher. Lambs $6.50
closer touch with the general educa- 7.25; yearlings $5G; wethers $4.25
5; ewes ?3.754.C0.
tional situation, ana to make it, in a
word, a working body, it is proposed
to add to the membership three mem-oei'CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
from each section of the educa-tioi'i- '
Chicago, Nov. 25. Wheat prices
association, elected in 1913 for bounded upward today, owing to the
thi'je jtars each, thereafe.- the mem- unfavorable outlook for the Argentina
to
terms
of one,
be elected for
bers
harvest. Prices at the opening showtwo
three years. The state
to
and there was
ed a rise of
"icio pret,;-aji:- t
Is now
Hessian fly
a
advance.
still
further
of the council.
; .5 i repose 1 o
was reported from Missouri.
damage
make a'l !hc. officers ( tcive and u
to 1 centl
The close was firm
elect them annually.
net
higher.
Compulsory attendance at the meet
Rainy weather south and southwest
ing of the council is also proposed.
helped
bring about firmness in corn.
The changes proposed are favored
was Va to
The
up, with the
opening
as
tending
generally by the teachers,
later
market
scoring an additional
to make the council something more
to
was steady at
than a mere figurehead in the educa gain. The close
net advance.
tional work of the state; as In the
Oats hardened with other grain.
past the council has confined Its sesFirst
sales of provisions were iVz
then
to
one
and
a
sions
meeting year
has had little more than a formal to 74 cents down, with no sign of a
rally. The closing quotation were:
session.
Wheat, Dec. 87; May 91.
Jt is proposed, in a word, to make
Corn, Dec. 70; May 70.
It a thoroughly representative work
Dec. 38; May 42.
Oats,
,
ing body.
Pork, Jan. $20.90; May $20.90.
Urges Council to Work
The first meeting of the council
Lard, Jan. $10.90; May $11.15.
vis opened by State Superintendent Ribs, Jan. $10.97; May $11.17.
Alvin N. White with a brief address
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
in which he urged more active work
New York, Nov. 25. The relative
The initial meeting
by the council.
of
the
all
attended
was
by
yesterday
strength and activy of the stock
nernbers with the exception of Gov - market during the morning suggested
ernor McDonald, Dr. Frank H. H. Rob- a break, at least temporary, in the
erts of Las Vegas, who was delayed long sustained deadlock. The recent
en route, and Colonel J. W. Willson stability of values, despite disturbed
of Roswell, all of whom will arrive conditions in business and uncertaintonight. The membership of tbe ty over the Mexican situation, decouncil as now constituted. Is as fol- monstrated that the onslaught of the
lows:, Governor McDonald, Dr. D. R. bears had been futile.
Boyd, Dr. F. H. H. Roberts, Dr. C.
The oversold condition of the marM. Light, Colonel J. W. Willson, Dr.
ket placed the shorts in a vulnerable
Ladd, F. A. Jones, G. J. Martin, W. A.
Poore, Eenjamln Sanchez, W. B.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Frank Carroon, J. H. Wagner, I C. Mersfelder, Isabella L. Eck-leMrs. W, L. Gumm, Mrs. Kate Liv- FOR SALE Cheap, fine young laying hens. 716 Main avenue.
ingston, John Milne, J. L. G. Swln-neand W. L.
Antonio Lueero

writes-"Foley'-

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
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1M
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New York, Nov. 25 Andrew CarSome Queer V.'cu;. African Burial
aunegie, capitalist, philanthropist,
Customs
passed
and
philosopher, today
In the ni'r.ds of mos:. Vv.lt peoples thor
seventy-eightno hard an.l fasi line a- .13 to exist another milestone the
on
his journey through life. He
Mall
ilie dead,
between the livin-f(Cash In Advance for
tho day quietly in his Fifth
observed
Dein (he
wrUes T. Auiuiii-Subscriptions)
with his wife and
home
avenue
or
money
"VVori'l:
are
draft
Glio.uS
Y:u?
cumber
Itemlt by check,
is in good health, as
He
no;
will
wfier. If sent otherwise we
thought to tvorelKe great i;- luence daughter.
felt in years, as he
has
he
well
a3
B
ill
u
altearth.
i
loss.
dwell
over those
be responsible for
numerous
friends who
the
to
declared
Specimen copies free on application. At all ceremonies of importance the
to offer "their
the
called
day
during
are
ancestors
names of the principal
and at feasts part of the congratulations.'
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT invoked,
Although it is not many years since
Is
laid aside for them, in
food
always
TIME
EXPIRATION OF
he
retired from active business Mr.
tho
some
as.
such
words
following:
PAID FOR
he has not yet reached
"Listen, my family I Here Is the of Carnegie says
can afford to sit by
he
when
the
age
we
fering (goat, sheep or cow) which
life easy. There
take
and
the
fireside
tho
Advertisers are guaranteed
have killed for him who has died.
men
in New York
busier
are
circulation
few
and
weekly
Here is your portion. It Is time for
fargest daily
than tbe former steel master. While
of any newspaper in northern ,New us to eat."
to be enjoying his customary
.Mexico.
A libation Is also poured out In supposed
in Scotland the past sumvacation
with
drink
order that the dead may
mer Mr. Carnegie in reality was scurthe living.
TELEPHONES
hither and thither on the conBy a beautiful fancy, any stranger rying
2
Main
Business Office
tinent, attending the sessions of the
Main 9 who dies in a town is buried on'the
(Nev.'S Department
conference at, The Hague and
peace
road1 by which he entered' it, so that
running over to Berlin
incidentally
the
find
way
his spirit may easily
chat on world
confidential
a
to
have
1913.
NOVEMBER
23,
TUESDAY,
back to his home, or at least watch
the German emperor.
with
affairs
the
for
listen
the road thither and
During his winter residence in New
SAYING- TiMli IN
coming of friends.
Mr. Carnegie regularly puts in
York
EDUCATION
Among many tribes those objects
or more each day looking
six
hours
most used by the dead man while in
mall and considvoluminous
over
his
There is a waste of at least two life are broken and laid around his
assistance
for
financial
ering appeals
years in the present plan of Ameri grave, so that their spirit, set free from libraries, colleges, philanthropic
can education. This is the conclu by the breaking of their earthly
organizations and
and charitable
sion reached by a committee of prom forms, may be borne by their owner
in almost every
individuals
countless
inent educators In a report on "Econ into the world of ghosts.
of the world. That many of
part
issued
by
omy of Time in Educatiou,"
these appeals meet with a substantial
Pain in Back and Rheumatism
the United States bureau of educa
response is evidenced by the fact that
of
thousands
Torment
daily
people
tion.
Mr. Carnegie's gifts thus far in 1913
when
one
Don't
of
these
sufferers
be
This conclusion follows an investi for so little cost
you can get well rid amount to many millions of dollars,
gation pasting nearly ten years by a of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills be- The grand total of nls beneficiaries
t
xmmittee of the National Education gin their good work from the
never will be known, since
dose. They exert so direct an nrobably
association, of which President James
are
there
many educational contribu
H. Baker of the University of Color- action on the kidneys and bladder
torment
of back- tions and contributions for charity in
and
the
that
pain
ado is chairman. The committee has ache, rheumatism and kidney trouble which the
public is not taken Into his
endeavored to form a plan that would is soon dispelled. O. G. Schaefer and confidence. It is a
probable fact, how
r
loss. They
lo away with the
wno sianea nis
man
tne
that
ever,
.propose that six years be assigned to
as a telegraph messenger boy ' Bishop,
career
the elementary school instead of eight
The subjects taken up for general
at a weekly wace of J4. has given
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
as at present; that the high school
mnro mnnw for nhiltnthronic discussion were,amon tne most im
o,o,r
r
before the council
period be from the age of 12 to 18,
purposes than any other roan I: the portant questions
divided into two parts of four years
discussion of
was
further
there
and
history of the world.
Santa Fe, Nov. 25.- - The New Mex
each; that college work extend from
these matters during the sessions tot
18 to 20, or 16 to 20, according to the ico Trading company has filed an
day and discussions will continue
K tlsht feelins In the chest accommethod of distributing the last two amendment to its articles of incorporIndia
They were as follows:
Wednesday.
cough,
short,
dry
panied by
and correlation of
secondary years; and that graduate ation with the state corporation com- cates an inflamed condition In the
To relieve it buy the dollar the work of our higher Institutions."
or professional work at the univer- mission,
rbis. amendment changes lungs
size BALLARD'S HORFHOTTND SYR.
"A revised system of certification
sity cover the years from 20 to 24. the name of the corporation to the UP- - yon get with each bottle a free
This would enable the hoys and girls Roswell Seed company, changes the HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS of teachers."
to get ample vocational training after headquarter-- from rtagerman to Ros PLASTER for the chest. The syrup
"Courses of study and text books
the age of 12; it would enable those well, and the ageni from E. Gill to relaxes the tightness and the plaster for common schools. How shall they
draws out the inflamatton. it is an be adapted to the needs of tbe present
"who go on to college to get through E. H. Howell.
Ideal combination for curing colds
their college work at 20; and it would
Auto License No. 1
Sold by Cen- day?"
In the lungs.
settled
havave the professional man from
Louis C,' Ilfeld, state senator from
"The scope and needs of the work
DnfeiCp.-r-Adyj-- i
tral
of the state department of education."
ing to wait until 27 to start his pro- San Miguel and Guadalupe counties,
fessional career.
All members present joined In the
and whose Velle automobile now bears
LEARNS FROM AMERICA
The report insists that the present No. 1,. the f Irstjiuto license issued unof these questions.
discussion
Edward
Dr.
25.
Nov.
New York,
elementary course Is too long; that der the new automobile law, has for Martini, who has been studying the
:tbe ground now covered In eight warded to the secretary iof state bis
United States army's medical work In
years can be covered just as effici- check for tie 1914 license, and! as he the canal zone in the interest of the WISHED SHE
ently In six, allowing secondary work Is the first one to apply for the li- German
government, arrived here toto begin at the age of 12. To save cense for next year, will probably
COULD DIE
day from Colon. He will return to
on elementary schooling they ..urge: draw No. 1 again. ; '
to make a report
Germany
shortly
""Choose tho moBt Important subjects
Auditing Four Counties
to the German coland the taost important topics; make An audit of the books In four, coun- and will later go
in South America, where, hef will AeJ Be Free From Her Troubles,
a distinction between firs- - rate factse ties of the state is now going on. onies
to duplicate the sanitary
undertake
tut Finds Better Way.
T. J. Guilfoil Is at work on tbe books
and principles and tenth, rate.
Americans in the canal
the
of
work
educa-to- n
of Lincoln county, Walter L. Kegel
thi period of elementary
camto mastering the tools of educa- has about completed the work on the zone, particularly the successful
....
fever,.
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time,"
yellow
aaginst
of
paign
Moss-man
tion. Include tho past two years
books of Chaves county, E. A.
Dr. Martini brought back with him says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place
the present elementary school in the
commenced . work last, week on
'M wished I would die and be relieved
mosqui- - of mv feufferin?. from womarlv (rouble,.
period of secondary education and be- Valencia, and G. H. Van Stone, is specimens of
1
could not get up, without pulling at
toes, which he said he had heen forced
gin the study of foreign language, checking Santa Fe county.
zone to find something to help me, and stayed in bed
canal
the
outside
eo
to
to
elementary algebra, constructive
Payment
Despositors
J
Receiver Charles E. Dennis of the because of the elimination of tbe housework.
elementary science, and history two years earlier than at pres-nt.- " American Bank and Trust company at pesr bv- American sanitary regula-The least amount of work tired me
collection was held up out My hcad would swjl)) and - W0Ul(J
Clovis, has announced another pay-- 1 lions. His
Emphasis Is laid on the necessity ment to depositors during the first temporarily by the customs oinciais. ucmoie ior an nour or more, rmaiiy, 1
iuuh uiuin, we woman s tonic, ana I
of concentrating on a few valuable week In December. Although
bids
am not
bothered with
any more,
studies. "The great mistake of our were advertised for, all proposals were
OPPOSING THE CABINET
and I don't have to go pains
to bed. in fact,
I
of
am
to
sound
25.
the
With
and
tadueation la
well of all my troubles."
suppose that quantity so low that Mr. Dennis rejected all but
object
Paris, Nov.
tend strain constitute education. Edu- one In attempting to dispose of the bringing about the downfall of PreCardui goes to all the weak snots and
cation is a; question of doing a few bank's real estate for the benefit of mier Bartbou's - cabinet, the opposi- helps to make them strong. It ads with
nature not
her. It is for the
cessential things, well and without the stockholders.
tion parties In the French chamber tired, nervous,against
irritable women, who feel
comtbe
has
Tho college
overstrain.
of deputies demanded today that
New probate Judge
as if everything were wrong, and need
to cover tbe something to quiet their nerves and
A. W. Hockcnhull, a Clovis attorney, new loan of $260,000,000,
tnttted' a grievous mistake In demand-'never more in quantity, rather than and democratic, county cnalrman in budget deficit, should be debated Strengthen the worn-osystem.
If you are a woman, suffering from any
'hi quality produced under conditions Curry county,-habeen appointed pro. after the inheritance project Prebate jud;;e In Curry county by the mier Barthou declined to accept this of the numerous symptoms of womanly
of healthy normal development."
frouble, take Cardui. It will help you.
the
takes
problem
commissioners to take the place made procedure and made the question one At ail
The report
up
druggists.
',if saving time in education from the vacant by the resignation of Judge of a vote of confidence in the cabiWriu It: Chattanooira Medicine Co., Ladled
the
last
will
the
view
who
of
college,
moved to Oklahoma,
McBee,
net. The debate probably
point of
Advisory DeW., Chattanooea, Tenn., for Sttciat
Instruction on y.ur case and
book. "Horna
In United1 States Court
ami society at large, as well
.;!
nntil late this evening and the
Treatment for Women." in plain wrapper. H.C.
con
ijti mini dual
it
and
vote will then be taken,
pupil;
Judge John R. McFie, of counsel of
d
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The
position, as was shown by the extent highest prices of the morning,
of the upturn. The rise was most pro- - general movement was sluggish and
nounced in the high railroad stocks exceedingly narrow,
The market, closed firm. Call money
and certain popular industrials, parti-- j
per cent on
cularly Steel. Force was lent to the rates stiffened to 3

movement by renewal of foreign buy-While trading was in smaller
during the last part of the!
forenoon, values were maintained rig-igdly at the earlier higher level, which
showed advances of 1 to 2 points,
Bonds were firm.
Loss by the banks of $6,500,000 on
accounts and the ship ment of another $1,500,000 to Canada
did not affect money rates.
Resumption of efforts on the long
side of the market placed some of the
shares, including
big speculative
Union Taciflo and Can, beyond their
1

j

further Canadian gold shipments,
day's engagement
aggreating
Prices of stocks fell off a
250,000.
trifle, presumably owing to realizing,
as there was no end of professional
selling pressure, The last sales were:
7014
Amalgamated Copper
108
Sugar . ..:
to-in-

Atchison

92

'.

Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

107
160
87
151
56
105

j
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n
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FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
,n(i!i

Shoe satisfaction found in every pair ot shoes
we sell. If you don't know Bacharach shoes
you will save money by getting acquainted
with them. A single pair will prove their worth.
-

Con-ifin-

fever-infectin- g

j

WE'LL BE PLEASED TO SHOW THEM
Boy Scout Shoes

$2.50 to $3.5fr
35c to 85c
65c to $3.00
$2.50 to $5.00
$2.50 to $6.50

Babies Shoes

1

.

Children's Shoes
Women's Shoes
Men's Shoes
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CONTRACTS GIVE

PERSONALS
-

SPRINGERS

10

FOR DRAGGING

NOVEMBER

1913.

25,

LOSE BOYS FORI! GOOD

RAYNOLDS

DAS KEIBALL

OUR

Ted Ford of St. Louis was a commercial visitor here today.
C. E. Hageburg of Albuquerque was
ROAD
i
a business visitor here today.
H. S. Maurice of Sapello came in
last night for a short business visit
FAST GAME PLAYED LAST NIGHT YOUTHS OF THE Y. M. C.
A. WILL
J. S. Hestand of Santa Pe was a HIGHWAY TO WATROUS TO BE
ON THE ELKS' BOWLING
RAIN
AFTER
EACH
TREATED
PLAY GAMES EVERY SATbusiness visitor In Las Vegas today.
Mr.

and

Mrs. S. L.

":

mffl
AT

DANCE

MM

TBUBSDAY

LEAGUE

ALLEYS

URDAY EVENING

were
Permanent
arrangements
made this morning by the San Miguel
county road commission for con
tinuous work on the road between
Las Vegas and Watrous, operations
to continue until the commission sees
fit to stop such work. Contracts have
been let for these operations, and all.
to reliable men, so that the commission feels sure that the work will be

Standing of the Teams
Won Lost Pet.
C. H. Baily
3
1
.750
2
J. Danziger
1
.666
H. Raynolds
3
2
.600
3
W. Springer
2
.600
2
2
J. Harris
.500
2
H. Raynolds
2
.500
2
2
Nolette
.500
C. W. G. Ward.
C. Danziger

well done.

The work that is to be done is
dragging the road after each rain or
snow storm. The drags will work on
either side of the road, throwing the
loose material toward the center. With
this process, within a few months,
the road will be perfect and one of
(he fastets stretches of highway in
the state.
The contracts were let to the following people, who will work in the
places mentioned: From Las Vegas
to Azul and part of the new Mora
road, L. J. Leemlng; from Azul to
Onava, Ralph Rohrer; from Onava
north, R. P. J. Gemricher.
The commission intends to let similar contracts on all" the county roads
as fast as arrangements can be made.
A local road man this week stated
that the dragging of roada after each
rain is one of the most beneficial
processes known, and highly commended the road commission for its
work along this line.
,

ACTORS

WILL DON THE

BASStTBALLUNIFOBH

1

3

.250

0

2

,.000

-

Last night at the Elks' club the
Raynolds team won over the Springer
team by 84 pins in' a fast but
The official standing
game.
shows the Raynolds team winner by
only nine pins, but 25 pins a game
were deducted from Nolette's score
on account of his superiority over the
man for whom he substituted. The
high score for the game went to
Henriquez with 471 pins, the low
honors to Shupp with 288 pins. The
official score:
Springer Team
1st 2nd 3rd To'I
. 127 132 104 363
Springer 437
153 148 138
Martin
89 122 181
392 lough, E. Bourne, O. Noll.
Amundson . .
.1
84 111
93
288
Clods Henry Nahm,
Shupp
Capt.; Ed
156 138 153
477 Selover, D. Daughterly, Joe Nelson,
Nolette
Miles Standish, N. Lewis.
'
609 651 669 1927
Eivl Eyes Edw. Rosenthal, Capt;
H. Bacharach, Rich. Raynolds, Rich.
Raynolds Team
1st 2nd 3rd To'I Noyes, Robert Parnell, H. Lucas.
143
160 168
471
Henriquez
Hiawandas Theodore Skinner, cap
310
98
91 121
I. Bacharach
tain; Ben Strickfadden, Harry Clark,
373 Milton
112 129 132
J. Rudulph
E. Raynolds,
Joe
Nahm,
399
111 181 107
S. Rosenthal
Healey.
385
107 142 136
Raynolds
Goldens Alva Fishburn, Captain;
Merle Williams, George Hite, Le.ster
d

s
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564

733

641

1938

Sands, L. Coors, S. DavU.

POLICIES
ARE:

CAPITAL

-

-

FEDERALS DRIVEN
AWAY FROM

JUAREZ

Bowled for J. Stern.

Rangers

LADIES' BENEVOLENT
SOCIETY WILL BE IN CHARGE
OF THE AFFAIR

(Continued From Page One.)
Constitutionalists Abandon Hope '
Nogales, Sonora, Mexivo, Nov. 25.
Francisco Escudero, minister of foreign relations In General Carranza's
provisional 'cabinet, left here today
to join his chief at the revolutionary
capital at Hermosillo.
Escudero remained here, apparently
in the hope of a renewal of the discussion with the American government which was broken last week
when Dr. William Bayard Hale, President Wilson's unofficial envoy, decided1 he could not obtain a direct reply to the American questions. Dr.
Hale is in Tucson, where he went
after declining to deal any longer
with any but Carranza himself. The
departure of Escudero indicated that
the constitutionalists had given up
hope of reaching an understanding
with regard to the lifting of the embargo on arms and munitions of war.
Oil Properties Safe
Washington, Nov. 25. "All quiet at
Tuxpam," was the message by wire-

C.

...

TILUST
CO.
.
.

(EL
.

.

society, and which promises to be a
most enjoyable affair. This will be
the only dance for the week, and undoubtedly It will be largely attended.
The Simison
orchestra
will furnish music for this dance. The
armory floor will be placed in excellent condition and joy will be uncon-fineThursday night.
five-piec- e

d

5

cents

$114,000.00

Thus far no witnesses have refused
to answer questions, according to the
military authorities. The military inquiry is still going on. Early today
John Barulich, driver of an automo
bile used frequently by local Union
leaders, was placed under arrest. During the outbreaks which preceded the
military investment of the strike zone,
Barulich is alleged to have carried
arms and explosives from this city to
Forbes and Ludlow.
MEADOW CITY IS WELL REPRESENTED AT THE EDUCAHad Taken His Weight In Medicine
TIONAL CONVENTION
M. D. Faucett, of
GiUsville, Ga.,
says he had taken his weight in medOver 155 Las Vegas people have left
icine for headache and constipation, for Albuquerque to attend the state
but never used anything that did him meeting of the New Mexico Educaso much good as Chamberlain's Tab- tional association, according to aclets. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
curate figures.
This number includes only those who will attend the
meeting as delegates or v'sitors, and
AAION
DEATH does not number those who made the
trip to Albuquerque on business.
This is the largest delegation of
OCCURREDJNOHLABO'IA students and teachers
that has ever
attended the educational meetings,
CONFIRMATION
OF REPORT RE- and there is little doubt but that the
CEIVED YESTERDAY
IS
Las Vegans, outnumbered the deleMADE TODAY
gates from any other city in the
state.
Official informaticn received this
Among those who left yesterday
morning concerning Aaron Rainey Is and Sunday for Albuquerque were
that he died on November 4, in Welsh, Miss Iva Markham, Miss Mabel Hull,
Okla., and not In Kansas City, as at Miss Mary Kramer, Mrs. Mary Mcfirst reported. Rainey was with his Ginn, Miss Louise LowTy, Miss Allda
wife and daughter at the time of his Carlson, Miss Cora Montague, Mrs.
death, and, according to reports, had Lou Cobb, Mrs. Katherlne Des Marals,
been with them since leaving Las Miss Marguerite Bernard, Miss Adela
I
Vegas several weeks ago.
Armijo, Miss Pauline Jaramlllo, Miss
It is declared that Rainey did not Rose Powers, Miss Florence Mair,
return to Arizona, after his first trip Miss Mary A. Phillips, Miss Nora
to Phoenix, but that he went to Ok- Trahey and Miss Ofella Trujillo.
lahoma, where he has been with his
family since.. Evidently he purchased
FIGHT FOR CONTROL
a ticket to Phoenix, to create, for
Houston, Tex., Nov. 25. Con 'est
some reason, the impression he was for control of the Texas
comvpny,
going there, and followed his family the $50,000,000 oil concern found rd by
to Oklahoma scon afterward.
the late John W. Gates, was reported
Rainey was a member of three fra- to be threatened when tho stockholdternal orders, the Masons, Moose and ers met for their annual
meeting here
Eagles, and carried insurance.. Burial today. Part of the stockholders were
occurred in Oklahoma. Nothing has said to
favor executive commission
been learned from Mrs. Schmidt, who,
control and the others a directorate
it is said, accompanied Rainey to
control. The meeting was secret.

155 PEOPLE FROM
LAS VEOAS ARE

RAWS

DUNCAN OPERA

DOUSE,

THURSDAY

FRANK C. PAYNE, Inc.,
The Nation-wid- e

4lil.

DEC.

Present
Musical Success

THE ROSE MAID

"

A Rosebud Garden of Girls, Each Girl a Fashion Plate
See the Sensational Waltz on the Stairs and the Turkey
Trotting

60 PEOPLE 60
lvt.

Mi

Mr MM
v
At

Cast and Beauty Chorus Beyond Criticism
2 Carloads of Scenery
Our Own Orchestra
The Three Greatest Song Hits of Any Opera on the Stage
'
This Season
of
"Roses Bloom for Lovers," "Honey Moon''
Gladness."
'Nights

PUICES, $I.OO, $1.50 and $2.00
SEATS

Murphey's Drusr Store

Mall orders

UN.,

DECEMBER

I

tor this Celebrated Opera will be received now

"This is so easy I like to do it myself."
r?
-

r

VV

-

Victor-America-

.--

On Thursday evening at the armory
will occur the dance being arranged
for by the Hebrew Ladies' Benevolent

ess,

PRESENT

i

less early today from Rear Admiral
Archibald, v:ait ; Ted1
on the battleship Rhode IsFletcher
Creswick, E. Gibos, c. Spiess, Theowith John Lind for the
land,
steaming
dore Rosenwald, Raymond Wright.
most important oil port on the MexAILROAD C0S1PANY
Fred
Moore, Capt.;
Valleymounts
The Lubin basketball team, which
Max Ili'eld, O. Haydon, Billy Erb, E. ican, gulf coast. The battleship New
will play the city team within the next
Hampshire already is at Tuxpam. The
UNDER INDICTMENT Greenberger, Courtier Wengen. two weeks, will practice this evening
constitutionalist
general, Aguilar, has
Rattlesnakes P. Rosentnal, Capt.;
at the armory for the first time. This
Joe Nahm, M. Johnson, H. Wells, R. renewed his assurances that his men
will commit no depredations on the
aggregation, which is composed of the THE PENNSYLVANIA IS ACCUSED Apple, G. Sackman, Bob Zingg. '
members of the Lubin New Mexico
Harmless Ones John Reed, Capt.; valuable British and American oil
OF VIOLATING ESTABLISHMotion Picture company, promises to
R. Palmer, J. palmer, R. Morrison, H. properties there, which are the subED TARIFFS
have an excellent squad of players
ject of so much concern.
Hilgers, G. Greenclay.
and hopes to give .the city basketSchedule
The
Philadelphia, Nov. 25 The United
No Americans Arrested
thowers a hard and fast run. They States
November 29 Evil Eyes vs. Hi a- grand jury here today returned
even go as far as to threaten utter
San
Antonio, Tex., Nov. 25 No
vs.
Valleymounts,
six indictments charging the Penn- - wandas; Rangers
is held captive in Monterey,
American
defeat to the city team.
0 -- Harmless
December
vs.
Ones
sylvania Railroad company and oth
The city team will practice tomor ers with
Goldens
vs. Rattle- - Mexico, according to Mrs. L. Howell
Sheepherders;
or
rebates
giving
accepting
row night and will continue fast pracof San Antonio, who returned from
in the shipments of grain from west- - snakes.
tice all next week. The game prob ernt
December
the Mexican city today. None of the
13
Clods
vs.
Evil
Eyes;
first
points to Philadelphia. The
Hiawandas vs. Rangers.
ably be played on Friday night De bill contains 15 counts and
Monterey colony in San Antonio could
charges
20 Valleymounts
foud who knew a Mrs. Nina ThornDecember
be
vs.
cember u, although no detinue ar the
Pennsylvania Railroad company
rangements have been made. The with failure to observe the tariff as Harmless Ones; Sheepherders vs. ton, who, according to a report re
Rattlesnakes.
ceived in Chicago, was held in Monfinal date will be set within the next to
demurrage charges.
December 27 Goldens vs. Clods; terey.
few days.
The second bill names the Pennsyl
Rattlesnakes vs. Evil Eyes.
vania Railroad company, Harvey C.
Battle at Las Vacas
January 3 Hiawandas vs. Valley
Miller and John F. McLaughlin, and
vs. Harmless Ones.
mounts;
Rangers
Pass, Tex., Nov. 25. A batEagle
HURT
THE
COMPETITION
contains 70 counts charging failure to
10
vs. tle between Mexican
federals and
January
Sheepherders
observe tariff rates as" to storage and Clods; Goldens vs. Evil
rebels at Las Vacas, Mexico, opposite
Eyes.
and receiving
TELEPHONE LliPANIES other terminal charges
January 17 Rattlesnakes vs. Hia- Del Rio, Tex., was reported in progless compensation than that named in wandas; Evil
Eyes vs. Harmless Ones, ress today. It was said each side
the tariff.
24 Clods
vs.-- Valleyhad 400 men in the fight.
January
Another bill charges the Keystone mounts; Goldens vs. Hiawandas.
FOR THIS REASON THE "TRUST"
Elevator Warehouse company and
FORMED MERGER WITH
January 31 Rattlesnakes vs. RangF. McLaughlin with permitting ers;
John
.
INDEPENDENTS
STAGE IS SET FOR
Sheepherders vs. Evil Eyes
shippers to obtain transportation at
February 7 Hiawandas vs. HarmChicago, Nov. 25. An "immense less than regular rates by false rep less Ones; Sheepherders vs. ValleySTRIKEOCONFERENCE
mounts.
sum" In possible telephone proiits has resentations of weight.
In another indictment J. E. Miller,
been lost to the telephone companies
February 14 Evil Eyes vs. Rangof this country by "destructive com Morris F, Miller, Harvey C. Miller ers; Clods vs. Hiawandas.
COAL COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES MEET WITH STRIK- petition" between Independent sysL Thomas M. Sloan and John F. Mc
February 21 Sheepherders vs. Hiaterns and the Amerlcn,iTeIejphone Laughlin are charged with conspiring wandas; Goldens vs. Harmless Ones.
ERS DELEGATES
and Telegraph company. The public to commit an offense against the
February 28 Goldens vs. Rangers;
Rattlesnakes vs. Harmless Ones.
has profited by the warfare between United States.
Denver, Colo., Nov. 25. The Btage
March 7 Clods vs.. Harmless Ones; is set for the conference between em
the independents and the Bell sys
The grand jury has been probing
tem and) it was to put an end to this alleged discrimination shown by the Rattlesnakes vs. Valleymounts.
ployers and former employes, which)
March 14 Sheepherders vs. Rang- may end tha strike in the Colorado
situation that a $400,000,000 merger Keystone Elevator Warehouse com
of telephone companies was proposed pany and L. F. Miller and Sons, who ers; Goldens vs. Valleymounts.
coal fields. Governor Ammons said at
March 21 Evil Eyes vs. Valley 2 o'clock
by the American company, backed by operate grain elevators in this city.
today that all the conferees
the Morgan financial power.
mounts; Clods rs:- Rangers.
were on hand with the exception of
This was the substance of the testi
Standing of the Teams
MANDAMUS WILL STAND
John C. Osgood, of the
W.
L. Pet,
mony here today" of Ernest B. Fisher,
Fuel
who was at Pueblo
Denver, Nov. 25. Judge John A.
, 1 0 1.000 today', to company,
secretary of the Citizen's Telephone
in the district court today sus- Goldens .
before the federal
Perry
testify
1.000
1
0
Clods , 4.
Company of Grand Rapids, Mich., at tained a motion to
If Osgood returns to Denstrike out certain
"
.000 grand jury.
0
1
the hearing in the government's anti
.
Sheepherders
ver
answer
of
the first meeting of the
the
of
in
time,
Secretary
1
0
trust suit against the American com- portions
.000
Rattlesnakes '
will be held this
board
of State James B. Pearce to the manjoint
probably
.000
0
0
pany. Mr. Fisher said that the merto force him to Rangers
suit
damus
evening.
brought
.000
was
0
0
Evil Eyes
.
put Into words
ger proposition
call a special referendum election on
Reports received at the governor's
.000
0
0
by Theodore N. Vail, president of
Valleymounts
office today indicate that profound
Alamosa
The
the
bill
county.
creating
.000
0
0
the American company, and. that H.
Harmless Ones
of state
0
.000 quiet reigns In all the strike districts,
P. Davison, of the firm of J. P. Mor- court held that the secretary
Hiawandas
is
all parties apparently waiting for the
officer
that
a
and
ministerial
only,
70
independgan & Co., told the 60 or
no authority to pass upon the
result of the conference.
he
had
men
that
the
A Hint to Young Mothers
present
ent telephone
"House of Morgan" was. prepared to legality of signatures attached to ref"When my children Bhow the slightnow est
Union Men not Witnesses
guarantee the financing of any prop- erendum petitions. The suit will
symptoms of being croupy I give
Trinidad, Colo.j Nov. 25. Mine
osition made by the American com- come up for. hearing on Its merits them Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
bepany. This took place at the meet- and tha petitioners will try to estab- and when I have a cough or cold on union members need not testify
fore Judge Advocate Major E. J.
of
the
referendum
the
lish
to
which
legality
few
1910,
a
here
December
10,
the
for
it
ing
days
lungs I take
the members of the independent Tele- petitions.
and am soon rid of the cold," writes Boughton or give any evidence In
Mrs. Clay Fry, Ferguson Sta., Mo. connection with alleged iaw violations
phone association then In convention
The first symptom of croup is hoarse-nees- , unless they so desire, according to E.
here, were summoned by a message
In
chilly weather there Is
r
secretary-treasureof Disthat Vail was in the city and desir- alwaysdamp,
give Chamberlain's Cough Rem- L. Doyle,
a large, demand, for. BALous of meeting them to talk merger. LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT because edy as soon as the child becomes trict 15, who arrived here this mornMr. Fieher said that he had op- many people who know by experience hoarse and' it will prevent the attack. ing. Doyle's first act this morning
posed the merger proposition as "Im- Its great relieving power in rheu- This remedy contains no narcotic. was to advise the striking miners of
matic aches and pains, prepare to
this section. He advises the union
proper" and financially bad.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
apply it at the first twinge. Price
members to recognise only the civil
Sold
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Subscribe for The Optlo.
authorities.
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Subscribe for The Optic.
LUBIN
COMPANY
GETTING
SHAPE FOR GAME WITH
CITY TEAM

Pro-gressiven-

Courteous Service

PEOPLES BANK

.

When the Y. M. C. A. Doys decide
to do anything they do it in a hurry.
Saturday morning Director LeNoir
gave to the boys the lineups of their
basketball league (for the season.
Nothing would do but that they play
the first game that night. So, sure
enough, they did and two cracking
good games resulted, A committee
of the boys consisting of the captains
decided to call the league the Boys'
Movie Basketball league, and they
named the nine teams after the several pictures which Mr. Fielding has
lately produced.
7
The following are the names: Rat
tlesnakes, Clods, Evil Eyes, Hiawan-das- ,
Goldens, Rangers, Fearless Ones,
Valleymounts and Sheepherders.
On Saturday the Goldens defeated
the Sheepherders by the score of 10
to 4, while the Cloo-- beat the Rattlesnakes 12 to 9. '
The games are to be played each
Saturday night at 7 o'clock, two
games every leaeue niirht. The same
teams will face each other in a boxball tournament. Following is the
lineup of the leaguw:
Sheepherders John Sundt, Capt;
A. Apple, H. Anderson, Elmer McCul- -

Conservatism, Reliability,

n

v

-

HEBREW

Wanted Good, clean rags.
Optic Office.
per pound.

TEAM

STORM

of Mnv

Fisher

era! Hill came In last night for a few
days' visit.
Mrs. H. J. Ryan Is In Albuquerque
to remain several days as the guest
of friends.
Mrs. E. D. Hisie of Peona, 111., came
in last night for a several days' visit
with friends here.
Joshua Raynolds came in last night
from his home at El Paso for a short
visit with relatives.
- William Harper left last" night for
Wichita, Kas.. where he will be on
business for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Van Houten came
In this afternoon from their home in
Shoemaker for a short visit.
Mrs. Secundino Romero and Miss
Marguerite Bernad are In Albuquer-que- ,
guests of Mrs. Bert Baker.
W. S. Rose of the Shillings company of San Francisco, came in last
night for a short business visit.
C. G. Corbett of Newton, Kas., was
a business visitor in the city today
and will remain here for several days.
J. J. Fuss, a well known milling
man of Cleveland, N. M., came in last
evening for a several days' business
visit.
E.T. Plowman, district manager for
the Harvey house, came in this afternoon from Albuquerque
for a short
business visit.
Mrs. T. B. Bryant and Mrs. Dora
Watson left this afternoon for Santa
Fe where they will visit friends for
thu next few days.
Mrs. L. E. Elzea of Chanute, Kas.,
came in yesterday evening for a several days' visit with friends and relatives in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Davis arrived
in the city yesterday afternoon from
their home at Thorntown, Ind, They
will locate in Las Vegas.
H. C. Eales, representative for the
J. V. Farwell Rug company of Chi
cago, was a business visitor at the
local furniture stores today.
Mrs. Murray Carleton, Jr., came in
yesterday evening from Wagon Mound
for a short visit. Mrs. Carleton re
cently returned from a trip east.
' A. F.
Morrisette, connected with the
claim agent's' office of this division
of the Santa Fe, came in last night
from Trinidad for a short business
,
visit,
j
O. M. Hansen of Marceline, Mo., ar
rived in Las Vegas last night and
will locate here for the present. He
will be employed by the Santa Fe
railway at the office or Superintend
ent Myers.
Cieofes Romero, formerly sheriff of
San Miguel county and' more recently
a warden of the penitentiary at Santa Fe, is here from his home in Estanuia. He will be in Las Vegas for
several days.
Miss Audrey Burns and sister, Miss
Eleanor Westerman, will leave tomor
row night for Rochester, Minn., where
they will join their mother, Mrs. Fred
Wostrman, and remain for several
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Calhoun and
daughter left last night for Iowa,
where they will visit relatives "and
friends for the next several weeks.
Mr. Calhoun is the man who was nearly killed on the mesa several months
ago when a corn cutter cut a deep
gash on his head during a runaway.
Rev. Father J. A. Hynes, of Chicago, accompanied by his nephew, N.
J. Hynesi passed through Las Vegas
this afternoon on his 'way to Albuquerque where he and his nephew
will visit for a short time and return
to Las Vegas Thursday.
They will
remain here for the next year. They
were residents here for several
months about a year ago and are
j
!:
:
well known.
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SECRETS CF NATURE SIR
Or.

To a recent newspaper symposium
tm the importance of the study of natural history Ernest Harold Bayoes of

London. Within the confines of the
aariBh of Westminster it would be Impossible to find another house with
mch scientific and literary associations as those which cluster around

Charles Bumey Alto Lived There
House Ha Marty Scientific and
Literary Aociation.

55 St. Martin's street, Leicester square.
Here lived the illustrious Sir Isaac
tfewton; here Dr. Charles Barney. The
house has fallen upon evil days. They
want to pull it down and scatter its
fine memories of things past and
?reat. The building next It, Orange
church origStreet Congregation
inally Leicester Fields chapel, erected
for the Huguenots in 1686 comes also
under the ban. Indeed, as we write.
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Mr. Newwed (at 3 a m.) Sorry
I'm so late, but I was detained at
the office.
Mrs. Newwed Can that, George,
and don't pull that old gag on me
again. My first husband wore it to

a frazzle.

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

W. M., H.

-

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
nes
All
advertisement
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

i

x

ALA. F. L. Willis.
suffered creatly from asthma and
bronchitis. He writes: "I got no re
lief until I took Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound. It entirely removed
BIRMINGHAM,

4-

those choking sensations, and never
failed to Droduce an easy and com
fortable condition of the throat and
lungs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Sir lc"?.c Newton's Home.

i
;ta last servkbeing held, and
henceforth, till better times, mayhap,
come along, the church body will conduct its ministrations in an apartment
on the ground floor of Newton's old
out
goes
"My profoundest sympathy
Swelling (part of the freehold), once
to the Yaw boys la their terrible af- In
all probability the philosopher's dinfliction," vouchsafed the Alfalfa Sage.
.
room!
ing
'They came of a large and gumption-les- s
Towards the close of 1697 Newton
which
Is
of
member
family, every
a house In Jermyn street,
tioted for his persistence in, hunting occupied
remained 13 years. After
where
he
i rouble and his uniform success in
t short stay in Chelsea he removed, in
SUidhiR it.
They invariably stand in
to the house in St
motor cars September, 1710,
ihe path of
Martin'B street, Leicester Fields. It
if
when looking aloft to see
the geese
on the east side as you enter
are flying southward. They delight in stands
from Leicester square, and at the corarising in the wee sma' hours to drink ner of
Long's court. Newton, who had
cough medicine out of a bottle of been elected
president of the Royal Sopoison so thoroubgly hidden that a
in
1703, and knighted by Queen
ciety
map and a bloodhound are necessary knife in 1705,
was, at the date of hit
to find it. As soon as the bearing
at the zenith of his fame. In
tendency,
one
of
them
becomes
he
tf
impaired
1710 he had, In conjunction with Sir
will go miles out of his way in order
Wren, acquired a new
to promenade on the railroad track Christopher
home for the Royal society in Crane
ihree minutes before the fast mall is
Fleet street. Doubtless, in
due. A few days ago I read with pity :ourt,
his own abode he was mindof one of the Yaw boys who came jhoosing
ful of the claims upon his time imclear to Kansas City from Nebraska
the weekly meetings of the
for the sole purpose of giving a young posed by He would
not have far to go
society.
man of engaging manners change for from
Leicester fields to Crane court,
a $40 bill. Of course this particular
In St. Martin's street Newton lived
Yaw knew that there never was a $40
in a very bandsome style, and kept his
hill, but still be cheerily forked over
carriage, with an establishment of
the change and then gazed in amaze three
male and three female servants
when the engaging; young man grab He built a small
observatory on the
bed it and fled as the crow flies. What
roof of his house, a distinctive feature
Js the matter with those Yaw boys,
which long ago fell a prey to time and
anyhow? Have they no brains at all,
He dispensed splendid
or are what few they possess hope- circumstance.'
hospitality, we are told, though withKansas
Star.
lessly petrified?"
City
out ostentation or vanity, and the most
i
eminent foreigners joined the comPlaying Safe.
pany. His niece. Miss Barton, presided
A prominent Baltimore policltian is at the
philosopher's table, charming
feeing chaffed by his friends over an his circle with her wit and understand
incident of the recent primaries in ing. Sir Isaac lived at the house in
that city. A certain voter, who hap- Bt. Martin's street till 1725, when he
pens to be a rabid
went into quarters at Kensington, dy
man, bad been out of town for some ing on March 20, 1727. In that, year
time Just preceding the election, and his name was erased from the books
accordingly was not Quite sure which of his former parish.
candidates had been put up by the organization and which were against it. CHRISTEN
HORSE IN WINE
As he approached the polls in this
doubtful state of mind, he encounter
Granddaughter of Dan Patch In Cere
d the aforementioned politician.
mony Event Takes Place In
"Now, you're going to be a good fela Saloon.
low, ain't you," was the politician's
to
whom
the
not
did
he
voter,
greeting
New Orleans. There is nothing un
know, "and vote for every one on this
usual about 'Christening a boat with
sample ballot? They are all good orbut when they name a horse
ganization men." "Sure," was the vo- wine,
ter's prompt reply as he took the prof- that way. it is something to write
fered paper and entered the booth. about The christening took place in
"The rest was easy," he says, in relat-in- the bar of the Little Gem saloon. The
the occurrence. "I just voted for horse was Miss Louise, a
the incompara
every one who wasn't on the ballot ble granddaughter of owned
Patch.
is
Dan
She
by W. J.
me."
New York Evening
Ttiggin gave
Breithoff of South Broad street. Mr.
Poet
son stood on a
Breithoff's
f
table in the bar and poured wine over
Dislike Foreign Phrase.
'While the use of forcible words is the little mare's head.
"I christen thee Miss
he
steadily Increasing among' Germans, said. So that is her name.Louise,"
the government of Saxony has taken
Miss Louise has a weakness for the
measures to stamp out, as far aa posa
grape
sible, all words of alien origin. In wine asand she caughtdownlittle of the
it trickled
past the
n education bill passed by the Saxon
white star in her forehead. The mare
was
last
enacted
it
that
landtag
year
a daughter of Ed Patch, out of
purely German substitutes are to be Charcoal
and the granddaughvsei in schools for the "Fremdenwor-ter- " ter of theQueen,
world's most famous trot
(foreign words) which have hith- - ter.
mo been ofllclally recognized. In
'Nearly four years ago," said .Breit
stead of "geographic" the children are
o learn "Erdkunde" (literally, earth hoff, "I bought Charcoal Queen for
$23. She was in a wornout condition.
iknowledge), while "Kurzschreibkunst"
had just $24 in my pocket when I
(art of short writing) and "Raum-lehrher, and kept the one dollar so
bought
of
are
to fig
(teaching
space)
ure in tne curriculum in the place that I wouldn't be completely broke.
I raised her colt on the grass of my
or stenographic" and
"geometrie."
Henceforth a delinquent official will own back yard."
ma longer undergo "suspension," but
Red Garments Cure for Laziness.
voriaunge Amtsenthebung."
Chicago. Red garments are the
best cure for laziness, according to
Never Say TId.
Dr. Albert Ahrens of San Francisco at
A member of the
soda meeting of the American Associa
dined
in
a
cty
popular restaurant the
other evening, and when he paid his tion for the study of Bpondylotherapy.
cneck there was 85 cents change com "I have tested the color scheme on
ing to him. The waiter, thinking to humans and animals, and find red to
mane it easy for the customer to ex he the type imparting the greatest
tract a Up of any size desired, brought energy," said Doctor Ahrens. "Yel
"iiack three quarters, a dime and two low has the opposite effect. It calms,
enervates, not to say stupefies."
Sckels.
The
counted it over care
Digs Self Out of Jail With Spoon.
uiy, men took another nickel out
Fort Worth, Ark.- - William Cody,
? his
pocket and added It to th
convict in the jail here, made his es
i hange in the tray, saying:
t
"Here, take this chicken-feeto the cape by digging through a
brick wall with a spoon and sliding to
.;hk-and got me a dollar bill for it.
the ground on a rope of blankets.
i

Alfalfa Sage Is Lost In Wonderment
at the Antics of Those Yaw
Boys.

'

three-year-ol-

Hunger the Best Sauce
Sauce Is used to create an appetite.
The right way is to look to the diges
tion. When that Is good you are cer
tain to relish your food. Chamber
"1 think we will save money by buyTablets Improve the digestion
lain's
ing an ice chest."
For
A crenla ft healthv appetite.
an
"Why, Henry."
Adv.
cool
dealers
all
sale by
"I notice that every time you
a watermelon in Smith'B Ice chest
you give them half."

Buy These FIRST for
the Christmas Season

HELP WANTED
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CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,
AMD

SIGN PAINTING

HER. MAN

N. O.
Hayloft Sa'ay, that bay mare o'
yours acts kind o' lazy; don't she?
Ya-adurn her! Bin
Clovertop
wishin' she'd die, but the pesky crit
ter's too goldarned lazy to draw her
last breath.

429 GRAND AVE

TRIUMPHANT YOUTH

FURN1JURE AND

HZJhEHOLb

GOODS

ROMERO &IRUDULPH
Arm.

'.12ia-Jlatlon-

To put oar New Metal

.

WEATHER STRIPS

SAVE FUEL

FRANK R.EVELL
Contractor and Builder
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O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO
Meets every Monday
evening a:

'i"."'.!f NS'Vy.
their hall on Sixth street. All vik'tin
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially Invited to
attei;i
a. Hunker. Chester A. Huniei
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gu8
George
V.
G.,
Lehman,
T. M. Elwood,
Attorrteys-at-LaSecretary; Karl Wem
New Mexuw
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeten Las Vegas.
WANTED Furnished or unfurnished Trustee.
two good housekeeping rooms in
1f
.
good neighborhood,
a
will rent small O nr. v.
,,n Meet second and
house during absence of owners.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Phone Main 334.
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avense. Visiting brothers
Douglas
WANTED Girl for general house- are
cordially invited. Gov. Win, J.
This
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
I
Silver
TO TRADE For irrigated
or dry
farm lands, 28 lots in Trinidad. Ad- KNIGHTS AND
LADIES OF SECUR-i- you use
dress H, care Optic.
g
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth
street, on the
EMPRESS
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
Ladles always welcome.
O. L. Flers-man- ,
FOR SALE One sorrel mare and
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
It 's giving you
colt, one bay gelding, will he sold cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
at the city pound November 29th 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
a present for doat 10 o'clock. BEN COLES, City Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
ing something
Marshal.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
you 'd dp any
FOR SALE Overland automobile in L. O. O. MOOSE Meets
second an.
way when you
first class condition. Phone Main 26
fourth Thursday
evening eac!
leam how Much
month at'W. O. W. hall.
Vlsitin,
FOR SALE Several head of high brothers
fletferEMPRESS
cordially invited. Howard 1
grade Hereford bulls. T. T. Turner, Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn
FLOUR reoTy is. g
Secretary
East Las Vegas, N. M.
J. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 54
Made by GER- - f
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tue'
MAN
PROCESS
day of the month In the vestry room
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock t
ONE COUPON FROM
FOR RENT Desirable front room in m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
5
FIVE
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue. vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charle.
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
Phone Purple 6501.
Greenclay, Secretary.
1.

tifj

or YUUU
elegant Rogers'
Spoon

f

For 'al

For Rent

V

I

RENT Cottage In desirable MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- pered, electric lights. Low rate. Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ot
Phone Purple 5301.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
employed,
Vlsltine
comfortable, furnished Montague, Local Deputy.
room; no health seekers. Phone members are especially welcone am

SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
2

,50N5'WAA
STANDARD
S ILVER

.

5301.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
curth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

Lost
LOST

Black leather
$5 bill and keys,
or between there
office. Return to
Reward.

GREY (STER
LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be cb- tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

purse containing
in Bank saloon
and Dr. Plow's
Antonio Madrid.

or More, Each Del very
lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 Iba, Each Dallvery
60 lbs, to 200 lb. Each Delivery
Less than 60 lb. Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 Ibt.,

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

to 2,000

per 100 lb
per 106 Iba
per 10t
par 1ft lb.
per 1M lb

lt

AGCA PURA COMPANY

Found
FOUND

at

I FRENCH'

V

cordially Invited.

WILL buy and sell cattle and horses.
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,
N. M.

DENTISTS
Dentist

Cloth typewriter cover. Call
The Optic office.

Harvesters, Stoma, and Distributor ot Mataral Ice, th Purity V
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegaa ramona.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Dental work of any description at

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
moderate prices
ss.
ijucas county,
Sooin 1, Center Block, Tel Main litt
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
In the City of Toledo, County and
Professional Health Culture for Ladies State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
DOLLARS for each and every case
and
Hair
Scalp of catarrh that cannot be cured
General Massage,
by the
Treatment, Facial Massage, Maniuse of HALL'S CATARRH CURB.
cure, Chiropody.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscrib
Hotel Romalne
p. m. ed in my presence, this 6th day of
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m.
A. D. 1886.

j.r-i- n

e"

December,

3

-

NO.

,GHTS TEMPLAR-Re- g-ff
iiar conclave
:
4 Tua
day in each month at Ma- onlo Temple at 7:J p. m. O.
h.

:l

on your doors and windows to keep
out cold and

EXTREMELY SO

8

BROTHERHOOn

every Monday night at
O. R, C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.Visiting members are cor
J. C. Wertz, Presidially welcome.
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C. H.
Daily, Trensurer.

I

Purple

LET US SEND YOU A MAN

Willie How can you go In swim
ming without being caught?
Johnny Go in the rain.

NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
102 Meets
Regular

LAS VEGAS
COMMANDERY,

f.HsccUancouB

1

M.

FOR

BOUGHT AMD SOLD

d

(Seal)

-- I

me
MERCHANTS CAFE

3fc
Hardnp Is the wMow intarestlngi
Nocoyne No; but her lortnna la.

anti-tipp-

two-foo-

RED CROPS'.

CAFF

AND

REGULAR DINNERS
BLR A WAYS HANDLED

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
3, ROY No. 10.
AL ARCH MASONS-Regi- ilar
con
vocation first Monday in
1
Moa.-,r,- i
)
) each
month
No.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. No. 3

chilly weather there Is
always ,a large, demand, for. BAI.
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT because
many people who know by experience
its great, relieving power in rheu
matic aches and pains, prepare to
Price
atmlv it at the first twinge.
soui
25c. 50c and $1.00 tier Dome,
by Central Drug Co. Adv.

FAVOR

AN D

flrat and
tnira Thursday in
aoh month. Tiaiting
brother cordially
Wa p. Mills,
"a Petten, Secretary.

TISEMENTS

In damn,

AN EXPENSIVE

LODGE

COLUMN
RATES

11

SHORT ORDERS

A.

but never used anything that did him
so much good as Chamberlain's Tablets. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

14

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Had Taken His Weight In Medicine
M. D. Faucett, of
Gil'svllle, Ga.,
says he had taken his weight in medicine for headache and constipation,

For Children There Is Nothing Better
A cough medicine for children must
help their coughs and colds without
had effects on their little Btomachs
and bowels. Foley's Honey and Tar
exactly fills this need. No opiates,
no sour stomach, no constipation follows its use.
Stuffy colds, wheezy
breathing, coughs and croup are all
auicklv helped. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

LOBBY
'

THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN

rapidly recovering her health and
strength due solely to the usa of Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer
nad Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

tKDOOi--

SOMETHING WRONG WITH 'EM

Anti-Tlppln- g

1913.

25,

A Maker of Health
A good honest medicine like Fule
Kidney Pills gives health to many
families. Mrs. o. Palmer, 635 Willow
St., Green Bay, Wis., was seriously
ill with kidney and bladder trouble.
is
!"My wife
Mr. Palmer writes:

CALLED HIM

HOME

NEWTON'S

ISAAC

Form of Enjoyment That Ha Not
Been Appreciated a It Ought
to Be.

Meriden makes an interesting and
valuable contribution.
His experience at a travolor and
lecturer convinceB him that very few
people, comparatively speaking, enjo
nature as they might and as they
Tvould like to do, the bar in their way
feeing their ignorance of our common
"birds, our common quadrupeds, our
"wild flowers, trees and shrubs.
A3 he points out: "Most forms of
amusement Cost money, but to the
man, woman or child who has been
given a real interest in minerals, wild
Cowers, insects, reptiles, birds or
carfare to the
mammals, a five-cecountry is the price of admission to
(the great wonder hall whose roof is
the blue sky and whose caretakers
tare rain and the wind and the sunlight And by their association with
the dwellers of the forest and the
moor they not only derive personal
happiness but become better citizens.
In the first place they will become
more healthy, physically, because they
will practice walking, the sanest and
moro useful form of exercise known
to man, under conditions of air and
light most conducive to health and
body; mentally, because association
with nature means association with
the sweeter things of life; those
things of all others most conducive
to health and purity of mind." Concord Evening Monitor.

'

NOVEMBER
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The Limit
"Come, come, don't be too angry at
jour son. You ought to make ailo
ances for the extravagance of youth."
'
"Yes; but not cash allowance."

The Best Place to Eat

Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las

Vcs

C. C. CLAYTON, Prop
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Neit to Postal Telegraph Office

A. W. GLEASON,

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acta directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send tot testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,

' Sold
by

all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall'S Family Pills for
stipation. Adv.

O.

con-

Regulate the bowels when they fail
to move properly. HERBINB ia an
admirable bowel regulator. It helps
the liver and stomach and restores a
fine feeling of strength and buoyoncy.
Price 50. Sold by Central Drug Co,
Adv.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
ClassWetf ado. teareh out the people
those who MIGHT BIT the particular

o

om amon

ti

worth

"

mm

That property yoa want to sell is WOATH M081 vo warn,
ouit aevai keai
who reads the ads. la ttl aewspaper aid
wer
It
adrertlivd
your property unleas
'
Other, who read and KUst ads. la this aewsiaear waat tan
d aaeaia-- '
are anxious to Py each tor) books, aatomohlles,
!
d
t aay rt.
and furniture, artlele of vs nines

ar.

;

strumeRt.

auf

As the tiaanUled ado. ara read by all aoaslal twyaia, ot
alhla aorta sf thlaia, thay kave ton ta b fladar of th baat

y
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Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

CXXlOOOOOOCOCOCODCOOCXDOCiOOC

CALLED

Ofl A

111

By H. M. EGBERT.
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m
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hi
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r

Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to Liter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The cnly way to
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these important and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
,
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drug3.
O. G. SCHAEFER

RED CROSS DRUG CO

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

hear Caleb Trevethan'a home
again," said little Miss Simpson, coming u; to Lillian Darrell as she Bat
sewing upon the stoop. "Fancy, after
all these years!"
"I
Lillian looked
up
gravely.
heard it too," she tuid.
"It must be 1 4 years since he was
In Port .Smith." cortimied MIhs Simpson. "And he hasn't showed his face
Weren't
among the neighbors yet;
you and he sort of "
"Engaged?" asked Lillian, conscious
of her heightened color. "Yes once."
"Dear me, who would ever think of
been
you as having
engaged, my
dear.'" soliloquized the visitor. "That
is I mean, of course, you and I seem
to be such settled creatures."
That was a bitter word, but it was
a true one. The women who stayed at
home in the little New England town
had just half the opportunity of being
married that those had who went
away. That was a matter of statistics.
There were twice as many women as
men in Per'. ?:r:ith.

And Lillian had

stayed at home.
Her sister Anna had gone to the
ciy to be a stenographer, and had
married a rich lumber merchant She
wrote from time to time, but never
came back. Her other sister, Marian,
had become a hospital nurse and married ;i rising young doctor.
Lillian
was thirty-three- .
She had stayed at
home because she was the eldest, and
somebody had to care for her mother.
Caleb Trevetlian had been the only
son of old Hiram Trevethan, who owned the homestead at the top of Maple
avenue, nearly a half rnile distant. He
had left Port Smith, as all the young
men did, and, like all, had left his
5wcc:lu-:ar-

t

behind,

promising

to

re- -

LMlian
could remember that last
!'i:ht as vividly as if it had been yes- -

'"day.

cr

'.LWI

--

.

& Co,

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents
v

,

:i

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
HalM Raynolds, Canhier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
)F LAS VEGAS, N.

V.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
a.re prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

!AVA JO BLANKET
I

.shall come back for you, dear,"
had said. "And I Bhall write to
on every week, or oftener. Promise
.lie that you will wait for me till then."
"Till when?" asked the girl, feeling
utterly lonely and desolate.
"Three years," said Caleb, clenching
!:;-- fists to
emphasize his words. "In
hree years' time I Bhall come back
nnd take you away with me. Promise
me, dear."
Lillian promised. Then she did something that she had never done before;
alio raised her lips to his. And the
night air became suddenly fragrant,
and her heart swelled with happiness.
So Caleb went away, and for two
whole months his letters came. He
was doing well, he said; he had a position with a big. mill. It might be
less than three years.
Then the letters came less .often and
grew more formal. And at last they
ceased.
Lillian lived on with her sick mother, until her death, a year before. Her
bisters left, one after the other, and
married. Lillian heard of Caleb at
times. He had become' a partner at
the age of thirty. Then the big consolidation bad come , and he was a
power in Wall street before he was
thirty-five- .
Then, only six months
before, she had read the news of his
engagement. She was amazed to find
herself so little moved.
The past had become obscure, and
half forgotten. The girl who had
loved so passionately was not she but
.somebody of whom she thought with

As
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more' appropriate
can be purchased for home use cr gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES 1LFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

a wistful, kindly smile.
And Caleb had been three days In
the old homestead. He was alone, save
lor the old housekeeper. He had not
brought his car, but had walked up
from the station at night, like any
traveler. He must have piissed her
house.
"Lillian! What do you think! ei- claimed Miss Simpson on the following
day. "Have you seen, today's papers?
No? Well, Caleb Trevethan Is a
bankrupt. He had to run away from
New York. They're talking of prosecuting him. And he's hiding fn hid
house because he doesn't dare face
the people who used to know him."
"And and his wife?' asked Lillian,

NOVEMBER

25,

1913.
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But the instinct of loyalty waa
stronger than the sense of shame.
What did he care for misinterpretations? He was in trouble, perhaps
ill, and she would show him that, in
spite of all, Port Smith was not goin&
to take sides against him.
But as she entered the gate of the
old house a faintness came over her,
and she had to summon all her energy
to overcome it. She had not seen him
tor 13 years, and she pictured Caleb
as a boy still, with that adventurous
light in his eyes. It did not occur to
her that the years bring changes.
The door stood open. Lillian knocked, knocked again, and then went In.
The parlor door was ajar also. In a
far corner of the room a man was
standing before a mirror. As she entered he turned slowly round and Lillian saw something shining in bis
hand. The next moment she had flung
herself upon him and wrenched it
away and thrown It down.
"Caleb!" she gasped.
A mask seemed to fall from bis
face. "Lillian! !" he cried.
The mirror reflected their faces.
How he had changed!
This was no
longer the adventurous boy, but a man
with the years of hopes and dreams
behind him, seared with the battle of
life, and not quite spotless from the
arena.
.
"Lillian," Baid Caleb, "I was going
to kill myself. I have lost everything
for which I fought so many years.
Then you came, unless it was some
Why did you
purpose of destiny.
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

come?"

She flung her head back proudly.
"To show you," she said, "that whatever the world may say of you we do
not forget at home. We are proud
of what you have done, Caleb. And
we know that that was only the temptation of despair. You are not going
under beneath the first blow of fortune. You are going back to fight
again, and win."
He seemed
to wince under her
words, hi spite cf the prids in them.
"That you should tell me this!" he
muttered. "But I want you to know
always meant tc
something, Lillian.
come back to you. When I saw how
hard the battle was to be I felt I. could
not hold you fairly. But I meant tc
come back heaven knows I did. Only
the years passed."
"Yes, the years pass," she answered.
"They take many things from ua."
"Hut not our first loves," said Caleb. "Lillian, when I came back, baffled and beaten,
dared to hope that
you were free. But I could not face
you.
"And your wife?" she asked, with a
sudden gesture of weariness. "It was
in the papers the engagement, you
know."
Caleb Trevethan flung back his head
and laughed.
"A petty blackmailing
scheme,"- he
said.
Lillian, I have to face those
things daily. That's part of the game
Dear, I wish I had had you by my
side during the battle. But I'm going
back to win now only, I must have
you. A good deal has gone by. Will
you make the mos of what is left tc
us, Lillian "
And suddenly she found that It was
he who was the stranger atler ail
But it was the strength she had given
(Copyright. 1913, ty the MeCliire Newspaper Syndicate.
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JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.
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BUSINESS CARDS

I

Trusts In Asia Minor.
About the year 100 B. C Thyatira
caine under the power of Rome. ud
though in the days of the republic
it suffered much from oppression am!
extortion great commercial prosper; ti
came to it with the Inauguration of :.,t
empire. About the time that St. J !.i
wrote the Revelation it was at !:;,
height of its wealth and prosperity
as a business city. It is known thai
there were more trade guilds it
Thyatira than in any other city ol
Asia, for inscriptions tell us that then
were guilds of linen workers, wool
workers, dyers, bronzepmitbs, potter
hankers, tanners and slave dealers
The selling of ready-madgarments
was an Important business ol Thy;itira.
but whether there were the accompaniments of sweatshops, long hourt
and scanty pay, we are not told.
Correspondence of the Christian
Herald.

q
C

Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.

j

All work must be perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way,

e

Piling on the "Extras."
One of the things which helps swell
the traveler's expenses, both in th i
timidly.
"
"I guess she's not the kind that country and abroad, Is the "extra. it
in
be
not
(he
or
may
charged
would stand by him when he's In trou- may
to be paid for. Pic:.
sure
Is
but
it
bill,
Miss
ble," answered
Simpson. "Though
most generous traveler,
now I come to think of it, whom did ably even the
however, will have some sympathy fur
he marry?"
the gentleman in the following storv
Lillian did not know what she anwho was made to pay liberally for a
swered. Caleb returning, to revisit certain
annoying privilege.
his home, was one thing, but Caleb In
During his stay at the hotel, the
trouble! That was quite different. To weather
had been. very hot.
her amazement she found that all the
said the landlord to the
"Charles,"
old feelings had come rushing back as
was
who
clerk
making out the bill
If the
thirteen years had never to be
presented to the departing guet,
elapsed.
'have you noticed that the gentlem in
She putou her hat and started up In No. 7 has consulted the thermometthe street. On every porch women er- on the piazza at least ten limes
were rocking in, the cool of the afterduring his stay here?
.
One every morning
noon, watching the passers-byCharles replied that he had.
bailed her.
"Well," said the landlord, "charge
"Come in. Miss Darrell," she said. him the
price of one dinner a day for
"You look as if you were on an
the use of the thermometer. '
though."
Youth's Companion.
"Yes,"1 answered Lillian. I'm going
to call on Mr. Trevethan."
Accuracy.
An electric shock, would have
Accustom the children to close acstunned the either loss. Lillian going curacy, both as a, principle of honor
shamelessly to call on her old beau
and as an accomplishment of lancall on a man a fugitive, waiting for guage, making truth the test of a perthe officers of the law to come for fect language, and giving the intenShe must have loved Caleb
him!
sity of a moral purpose to the study
Trevethan mighty badly, then!
and accuracy into all habits of
"You see," explained Lillian, "now
thought and observation, bo. fca always
in
Is
trouble
Bomebody ought to think of
that he
things as they truly are,
i.o show him that his old friends are
as far as in us rests and it does rest
bis friends still. Don't you think so?" much in our power, for all false
"O yes yes," answered the other
thoughts and seelngs come mainly of
'
vaguely. It was a fine sentiment, but our
of what we have no busi
Lillian was going to call on a man! nessthinking
and looking for things we
with
The girl knew what they thought want to eee, instead of things which
3ae bad known it before shn started. ought to be seen. Buskin.
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Pure apple cider.

Phone Main

Regular dance at P.
nesday night. Adv.

Neuf-chatt-

1913.

Are You Prepared
FOR

Ji.

hall

SPECIAL OFFER

Wed- -

The Turkey??

till

We

ItRlilRfflE

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

M

the life 'of your shoes by
using Hedgcock'a
repair department. 614 Douglas avenue. Adv.

'

Stearns Store- -

r..Jj

Ibe liGiiie of the Best of Everything Eatable

CLOTHING STORE

The store of Ike Davis will be open
until 9 p. m. tomorrow, Wednesday,
and closed all Thanksgiving

Correct Garments for Men

Adv.

of:

Oreseneiario
of
Mares,
Mofintf, tits iiiorning applied

Vegetables, Preserves, Jams,
Jellies, Pickles, Mince Meat,
Dried Fruits of all kinds,

Fresh Nuts, Candied Fruits,
Dates.

J. C. Johnsen 6 Son
"Complete
Furnishers"

r"

Home

1,050

IS TO

we

demand this year as the Thanksgiving dinner without pumpkin pie would
be worse than a turkey without dressing.
The good things of the season will
be in prominence on every table, and

TURKEYS NQI SO

over

the last

The city basketball team will practice tomorrow night at the armory at
7 o'clock. All members are requested
there is little doubt but that every to be
present promptly. This pracparticipator in the yearly "stuff" will tice will In signal work, and it is necbe entirely thankful or thank-ful- l
for essary that all members attend.
this year and the bountiful harvest
which has contributed largely to their
Mrs. Minnie M. Eno of Syracuse, N.
THE THANKSGIVING BIRD IS SEL- own benefit and to the
jolly season Y., Is inquiring concerning her son,
LING AT 25 CENTS
of Thanksgiving.
E. E. Smith, who has been away from
her home for four years. Anyone
'
LARKIN IS APPRECIATED
knowing of "such a man will kindly
Thanksgiving turkeys are selling at Following President McFarland's ad correspond with Mrs. M. M. Eno, 382
the stox'e.s ijjil markets at 25 cents a dress, and
preceding that of Mrs. West Fayette street, Syracuse, N. Y.
pound. Th.s price probably will con- Bradford, was a song by R. R. Larkin,
tinue through, the Christmas holidays, of Las Vegas, a big school man with
The) county grand jury was still, in
a cording to those who have the birds a great
big voice that it is a rare de- session today. No report was made
for sale. This means a turkey for light to hear. It is not unfair to say
by the jury yesterday afternoon or
everyone for the prive is four cents that no number on the afternoon's pro- - this morning. It was declared at the
a pound lower tnan that of last year gram :was reCeived with more pleas-an- court, house this
morning that the jury
the supply is plentiful. Thlsiure apa enthusiasm than Mr. Larkin's
would make its final report and
likely
price prevails all over the state, and 80ng -- Asleep in the Deep." He has be discharged by Judge Leahy tomorin fact, all over the western states. a bass voice of
quite remarkable row.
Reliable information from Kansas range in which are combined sweet- says that the lower price of turkeys ness and power, and he sings with an
This evening at the nome of the
this year is due to the unusually hot ease that it
truly delightful. Mr. Lar- president, W. J. Lucas, the members
spell and numerous grasshoppers kin was accompanied by his daughter, of the Las Vegas Scottish Rite club
there last summer. The young turks Miss
Margaret, a very accomplished will celebrate the Thanksgiving seathrive on warmth and bugs. The young musician. It is a well known son 'at' a stag party. The affair will
populace is not kicking at the reduc- fact among musical people, though be entirely informal, and promises to
ed prices of turkeys, as for the past one not
generally appreciated or un- be most enjoyable. The club has
two years the figure has been high
derstood, among the uninformed, that about 35 members.
and as a result many people have it requires a
gift that few possess to
The demand for marriage licenses
presided over a chicken dinner at accompany a singer with intelligence
Thanksgiving Instead of the usual and expression and sympathy. Miss still continues good. At the court
- J
5.
turkey "feed."
Larkin showed evidence of possessing house this morning the following perA large number of turkeys arrived
this gift to a degree worthy of remark sons received the sanction of the
Matilde Vial
today from Kansas and from the near- in' one so young.
She played
ex- state for their weldock:
by farmers and will he on display tremely well,
and
Isidro
Duran, ag
2(,
Lande,
aged
,
i
tomorrow a. iM local stores. The
The singer was recalled and re ed 26, both of Gascon; Segundo Baca,
birds average from five pounds to 20 sponded
with, a spirited rendering of aged 2T), and Igiiacita Archuleta, aged
pounds and are tender and Xat. The The Armorer'a Smisr" Mr T.rlHti 15, both of Tulosa; Eustacio Garcia,
best sized bird to buy for the average and his cWmine
daughter would he aed 21, of Rio Colorado, and Refugia
family is tie that weighs from 10 to welcomed'-royallif they should be Quintano, aged 1.9, of Sabinosa.
12 pounds, according to a local chef.
persuaded to appear again on the N.
This size assures the tenderest of M. K, A. program.
"Cinders,"' the beautiful cat that
Albuquerque Jourmeat and is just about largo enough nal.
'i
i
for the past several years has been
for the
a familiar sight at the R. J. Taupert
family.
However,
should one btd not be enough, two
jewelry store, will be seen at that
BOAT IS RELEASED
Mr.
turkeys shield be purchased that
San Diego, Calif., Nov. 25. A party place no more after tomorrow.
to
has
decided
"Cinders"
Taupert
give
weigh about thi:- amount
of fishermen, said to have been Am
The market is overflowing
with ericans rrom this port, entered the a vacation and will send the valuable
good things. Tlvv; Uuxuries of the harbor of Ensenada, Lower Califor- animal to Cleveland, N. M., where
he will be the property of J. J. Fuss.
summer garden may be seen repos- nia, last night and seized the
big Confinement in
,
the store has ruined
on
counter-while the cream fishing launch Utowana,
the
ing
belonging to the
cat's health and it will be necesof the winter preilm t abounds. Fruits, E. W. Potter of San
Diego, which
the best obtainable, are plentiful and has been held by Mexican custom of- sary that he go through 'J.e stages of
delicious ' in quality. Relishes and ficials. The last seen of the Utowana a doctor's care bqfore he regains his
state. "Cinders" is an angora
everything need ';! for the turkey din- she was headed north and traveling at normal
came
and
originally from Topeka,
ner have been piuued on the counters full Bpeed.
Kas. He is a prohibitionist.
in an attractive way, making the prosThe guards are to be courtmartial-ed- ,
pect of a grand dinner more realistic
it Is' claimed. The Utowana and COMMISSIONERS IN GUATAMALA
than ever before to the searching its owner were seized
by a Mexican
Guatemala City, Nov. 25. The comhousewife. Tho pumpkin is resting Patrol boat some time ago
excharged missioners of the Panama-Pacifi- c
liizlly j:i the grocer?- stores, awaiting with poaching in Mexican waters. La- F.
at
San
James
position
Francisco,
ties choice of Hie nousewiie smi un- - tor th- - owner was released and
the Stutesman and Oscar Fernbach, ard'.uUeJ'.v lie will experience a big boat held.
rived here' today.
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YEAR
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AT YOUR DOOR

are offering

BE USED IN

ANY TIE IN

PLENTY

THE HOUSE
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LUBIN COMPANY WILL BLOW UP
The E. Rosenwald and Son and - SEVERAL HOUSES IN THE
Bacharacb Brothers' establishments
RIOT SCENES
have announced that they will remain
open until 10 o'clock tomorrow1 night
Tomorrow, the weather permitting,
and will be closed all day Thanksgiv- will be another big day for the Lubin
New Mexico Motion Picture company.
ing.
The roar of the cannon and the burst-inFree. A $4 hat will be given with
of bombs has not tickled the inevery Adler Rochester suit or over quisitive ears of the inhabitants for
coat bought or us. Taichert's Cloth-ifi- several days, but the
Store. Correct Garments for Men. will come tomorrow
when several
houses will be blown up and general
Adv.
excitement will prevail. Scenes will
W. E. Eastman has purchased a be staged1 at three different places,
1.01.4 model Buick roadster.
The car on the mesa east of the city, on the
is electrically equipped, including elec-tri- West side and near the residence of
starter and lights, and has several Ludwig Ilfeld on Eighth street.

other improvements
year's model.

FULLY

'

AT-

Telephone or call and vie will have our demonstrator show you

SI (p)S

I

Las Vegas Automobile

It is predicted that the weather
fair tomorrow and If the fore-

will be

This includes

all

Wm. Whalen, Prep,

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
si

T3he

DUNCAN

The Captivating Opera
SHEEHAN

AND

BECK

PRESENT
The Parisian Musical Comedy

THE GIRL
from MUMMS
A Profusion of Clever Comedy'
Sparkling Tunes and Trippling
Melodies

Star

A

last

month.

Specials-- No.
CITY STEAKS.

Why?

-

:

'

1

i

1

Perfect Cast
A Picked Choros
En-to-

2 CARLOADS OF SCENERY

Every Gown a French Creation
1

f Catchy Musical Hits I f,

1"

I Had

the Measles"

Cteo

Seats on. Sale at
Murphey's

Genuine Camembert

Prices, $1.50, $1 & 75c

our

COMPANY'S

OWN

ORCHESTRA

TH E WHISTLE Y KIND 1 U

"l!fore

PIUCES
Sl.OO, $1.50 and S2.00
SEATS

muIphII

MONDAY

Virginia" Bacon
McGUIRE COMING BACK
New York, Nor. 25. James K. Mo
Guire, former democratic mayor of
Syracuse, a warrant for whose nr.
rest was issued yesterday on an indictment charging BoliciUnion of campaign funds from a corporation, is

for breakfast

Fancy Cauliflower,

Lettuce

aboard the steamer Caracas, bound

Mora Vegetables

for XVew York, according to information which reached the, district at

Apples Galore, Cranberries

Our

ANSAS

OPEN ALL NIGHT

:

V

The Most Gorgeously Costumed
Musical Comedy

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes

BISMARK

'.

VH-- .

15,

15he

;

The Ever Popular Musivnl Comedy

DELICIOUS
EATABLES

Over 5000 people ate at

i

With MISS OLIVE VAIL

BOUCHER'S

it

THURSDAY
DUOCil PI
Id llFrFlIllFRI

TUESDAY DEC. 2

CREEHBERCER

You ought to cat

Co

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

cast is correct these scenes will be
taken, beginning at about 9 o'clock j
and ending soon after noon. The
houses will be blown up with dynamite, and it will be necessary that
the spectators take heed when warned to keep out of danger's reach.
The airship, recently named the
"Romaine," will leave Las Vegas tommm$mmmummmmmmamm$
night for Its hangar at El Paso, acThe
McMillen.
Aviator
companied by
ship made its last flight this morning when a short trial trip was made.
During his stay here McMillen made
several pretty flights and gave numerous Las Vegans a sight new and inr
testing. Romaine Fielding obtained
several good pictures of this craft
WILSON'S NEW MESSAGE
which will be a big factor towards
Washington, Nov. 25. President
making realistic his big pictures "The
Wilson
read to the cabinet today the
Golden God."
address he will deliver to congress
when it convenes in regular session'
MRS. KOHN IS POPULAR
Elks'
That the Las Vegas
lodge next week, Several members' of the
was extremely fortunate In securing cabinet spoke in praise of the address,
Mrs. Charles Kohn to have charge but did not reveal any of its contents.
of the music for the annual memorial service that is to occur on December 7 is shown by the fact that
the Albuquerque lodge endeavored to
obtain the services of Mrs. Kohn for
Its memorial exercises just too late.
Mrs. Kohn has advanced rapidly into)
popularity in the Duke City and the
Elks lodge at that place regrets that
it will not he able to obtain her servMrs. Kohn has been secured
ices.
the
Congregational church of Alby
buquerque to play the accompaniments In the opera "Pinafore," which
is to be given in Albuquerque on
11.
FULL CREAM CHEESE

Chicago football team and rated as
the best man In the position in the
central west, was chosen captain of
the 1914 team today. Des Jardien is
20 years old.

machine

G 'O A L

the new colorings
in Silk and Velvets
in the new shapes
in Reversible and
Flowing End 4 In
Hands.

CHICAGO CHOOSES CAPTAIN
Chicago, Nov. 25 Paul Des Jardien,
center rush of the University of

&

Pbjne Main 344.

g

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE

large platters, and
with turkey roasters. Call on us for your needs
in either dining room or kitchen.

Wagon

at the
court house for $4 as bounty on two
coyotes killed by him recently at
Bernal.

All kinds of Canned Fruits,

with a large stock of
dishes, especialy

for Thanksgiving.
To accomplish this

day.-Adv.-

DYNAMITE

f J

are prepared,

UutAl

TAICHERT'S

Adv.

Economy in footwear can be secured by having your shoes repaired
at Hedgcock's. 614 Douglas avenue.

j

f-- ..

The Btore of Ike Davis will be open
until 9 p. m. tomorrow, Wednesday,
and closed all Thanksglvtag day.

M

you to have a new

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

All Kinds of Nuts a.nd Candies

"

We want all of

Come in and take advantage of this offer and you
will be thankful.

Double

el

Your Thanksgiving Guest,

Thanksgiving
we will give free a $4.00
Hat with every Suit or Overcoat sold of

vTurkey dinner at the White Kitchen
Thanksgiving. Adv.

Hipe Olives

Carload of Nev Goods just received, consisting

25,

53.

Light automobile lamps "at 5:33
o'clock this evening.

Ca-member- t.

A

NOVEMBER

Free

Free

From now

a-n- d

Ai

Free

TUESDAY,

Adv.

Turkeys, Seelshipt Oysters, Cranberries,
Celery, Tomatoes, Head Lettuce, Sweet
Potatoes, Bananas, Apples. Oranges, Grape
Cocoanuts
Fruit, Lemons, Grapes
Mince Meat. Rsvis'rxs, Figs. Hates. Citron.
Crystalized Pinea.pph and Cherries,
Fromeige de Brie, Sierra,
and Iowa Cream Cheese
New Olives
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torney s ornce today. McGuire was
reported to have sailed for South
America shortly after hla brother,
George H. McGuire, was called to testify at the John twe inquiry into
state highway graft. The Caracas
is on her way here fom Curacao and
should arrive Thursday. The district
attorney today assigned a detective
to meet the ship and arrest McGuire.

ELECTRIC WORKERS STRIKE

Schenectady, N. Y., Nov. 24. Seven
thousand employes., of the General
Electric company struck this morning.
The men and women walked out while
a conference was in progress between
General Manager Emmons,
Superintendent Smith and union officials.
Neither Frank Dujay or Miss Mabel
Leslie, the union leaders, whose removal from their work caused the
walkout, was at the plant today."
Regulate the bowels when
fail
to move properly. HERBINEthey
is an
admirable bowel regulator. It helps

the liver and stomach and restores a
fine feeling of Btrength and buoyoncy.
Price 50. Sold by Central Drue Co.
Adv.

